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AGREEMENT 

This is an agreement between the Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe, hereafter 
Tribe, acting through their Chairman, Leonard Eller, and Randy Gallo. 

The purpose of this agreement Is to set forth the mutual agreement and 
understanding of the parties pertaining to the conduct of parimutuel betting by the 
Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe at the Royal River Casino at Fiandreau, South Dakota. 
The Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe desires to conduct parimutuel betting at the Casino 
on its own until such time as the compact is amended and the management agreement 
is approved between the Tribe and Gallo. The parties have acted in good faith and with 
mutual Interests to this point in -attempting to secure an amendment of the compact and 
approval of a management agreement by the Department of Interior and the National 
Indian Gaming Commission. However, that process has been much slower than the 
parties anticipated and the Tribe desires to begin offering parimutuel betting to the 
public at the Royal River Casino. 

The Tribe will conduct parimutuel betting at the Royal  River Casino on its own 
until such time as compact is amended and the management agreement is approved by 
and between the Tribe and Gallo. This agreement shall not be deemed, construed, or 
treated as a management agreement. The employees of the operation under this 
agreement shall be tribal employees; all decisions pertaining to the operation will be 
made by the Tribe; and all profits will belong to the Tribe to be used as fair, necssary, 
and reasonable In the operation and best interest of the parimutuel operation as the 
discretion of the Tribe shall dictate. 

Randy Gallo will manage the Tribe’s parimutuel operation pursuant to this 
agreement and not under the management agreement that is currently under 
consideration by the National Indian Gaming Commission. When that management 
agreement under consideration is approved, this agreement shall be automatically 
terminated and the parimutuel operation at the Royal River Casino will be managed and 
operated by Randy Gallo pursuant to the compact between South Dakota and the 
Fiandreau Santee Sioux Tribe as approved by the Department of interior and 
management agreement between the Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe and Randy Gallo 
as approved by the National Indian Gaming Commission. 

During the time that the parimutuel operation at the Royal River is beI 
conducted under this agreement, Randy Gallo shall be paid the sum of  
per month as a consultant who shall be deemed an independent contractor. In return 
for this sum per month, Gallo shall consult, advise, recommend, and undertake such 
action as reasonably required by the Tribe, It Is understood that the Tribe shall have 
the discretion to increase the amount of money paid to Gallo on a monthly basis as me 
net profits may allow. 
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This agreement shall be terminated by either party upon 7 days notice to the 
other party or upon the approval of the management agreement currently or at any time 
under consideration by the National Indian Gaming Association. 

Any disputes by and between the parties under this agreement shall be 
determined by arbitration conducted pursuant to the commercial rules of the American 
Arbitration Association and any decision by the arbitrator shall be enforceable in any 
court of competent Jurisdiction. 

In the event that this agreement is deemed objectionable by the Department of 
Interior, National Indian Gaming Commission, or any other regulatory body, the parties 
shall be required to exercise good faith In amending or modifying this agreement so that 
it shall be deemed acceptable by such regulatory bodies. 

Dated this 	day of September, 2004. 

Leonard Eller 
President 
Flandresu Santee Sioux Tribe 

cc  
Randy Gallo 
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NATIONAL INDIAN GAMING COMMISSION 
BETTOR RACING, IN C.!- ROYAL RIVER CASINO 

REVNLJE ADJUSTMENTS PER CONTRACT 
(Arnb G*4$ 

MT, OTHER MGR TRIE. TJV9E 
Date PL INCOME INCOME TOTAL Mcrnthly Monthly ia - 
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NATIONAL INDIAN (GAMING COMMISSION 
BTrOR RACING, INC, ROYAL RIVER CASINO 

REVENUE AbIiUSTMENTS PER CONTRACT 
(AflemMe CalcuMon) 
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NATIONAL INDIAN GAMING COMMISSION 
BETTOR RACING, INC. ROYAL RIVER CASINO 

REVENUE ADJUSTMENTS PER. CONTRACT 
(Mtacnt. Gc1j) 

1T, 	OTHER 	 MGM- 	TffieE- 
- D*tu 	P&L, ThJCOME INCOME TOTAL MDnlhh) Monthly 	MGR- 3(1% - 70% 
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TOTAL 20013 PAYMENTS i1.2824742 -1,29:2,742 
TOTAL 2006 ADDITIONAL mown’s ow 680.445 
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rur1H1’ L)LY LtJ1 	 605 331 4691 	P.2117 

Bettor Racing Inc. 
DBA: Royal River Racing 

P.O. Box 348, Flaodreau SD 57028 

September 7, 2009 	
Cl. 

Elaine Saiz 
National Indian Gaming Commission 

Dear Ms. Saiz: 

We’ve bad a chance to review the letter summarizing the findings front the NIGCs 
management contract compliance review of the contract between Bettor Racing Inc. (BIt!) and 
the Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe (’the Tribe) recently conducted on-site in Flandresu, South 
Dakota, for the 2006, 2007 and 2009 years. It appears there were several adjustments proposed, 
so we feel we should respond to all of them. To recap, the following items were proposed by 
NIOC: 

1. J. Randy Calm, the sole owner of BRJ, and several of his family members received salaries 
from BR! during the period that were taken into account as operating expenses when the 
amount due the Tribe was calculated, NIOC proposes to disallow these expenses. 

2. Ms. Kmren Mercado also received salary from SRI during this period that was taken into 
account as operating expenses when the amount due the Tribe was calculated, NIOC 
proposes to disallow this expense.. 

3. ERI’s teller errors were taken into account as operating expenses when the amount due the 
Tribe was calculated, NR3C proposes to disallow these expenses. 

4. Wagering volume incentives paid to J,Randy Oallo were taken into account as operating 
expenses when the amount due the Tribe was calculated, NJGC proposes to disallow these 
expanses. 

S. BRI’s auditors made year end adjustments to "other income" on BRrs financial 
Statements to accrue bonuses that the Tribe paid to BRI the to project exceeding the 
Tribe’s profit expectations. Since these amounts are not related to BRTs pari-mutuel 
wagering activity they were originally excluded from the calculation of the profit split 
under the contract. NIOC proposes to include these amounts in the calculation. 

6. Ray Henry also received salary from BR! during this period that was taken into account 
as operating expenses when the amount due the Tribe was calculated, NIOC proposes to 
disallow this expense. 

7. Interest earne4 by mu was originally not included in operating income when the amount 
due the Tribe was calculated, NI(3C proposes. to include this income. 

As to the first 3 items above, after reviewing the contract, it is clear that these expenses are 
specifically excluded from operating expenses when calculating the amounts due the Tribe under 
the contract arid, as such, we would agree with the NIGC that these adjustments should be made. 

SE?-08’-’2005 t2O8 	 TWR.COMS FOLEY 	 139% 	 P.002 
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1tJt’(II-W’l ~-ULtY LU’b 	 65 331 4691 	P3i7 

September 7, 2009 
Ms. Saizi National ndtan Gaming Commission 
Page 2 

As to items 4 through 7, we respectfully request that the NIGC revisit these proposed 
adjustments for the following reasons: 

Item 4; Wagering volume incentives paid to LRandy Gallo were taken into account as 
operating expenses when the auditors calculated the amount due the Tribe, NIGC proposes to 

disallow these exenzes. The last paragraph on page 2 of the NIOC report indicates that 
(voucher) incentives paid to J. Randy Gallo are not to be included in allowed deductions in 
the determination of net income as "all compensation paid to the owner of a management 
contractor is to come from the manage?s share of net revenue.( and that this may "allow a 
management contractor to manipulate the net revenue" in violation of regulations. This has 
been clearly misinterpreted by the examiners. These incentives paid to patrons (bettors) of 
the pari-mutuel operation are volume-based incentives paid to all patrons, based on their 
monthly wagering total, in order to attract them and keep them as customers of ihispari-
mutuel betting operation. This has been key to the success of the operation. The incentive 
payments to bettors are specifically allowed as operating expenses in the contract as item (4) 
S on pages 26 and 27 (copy as exhibit 4, pp. 2&3), with no exclusion for incentives paid to 
Mr. Galto.. These payments are made to Mr. Gallo on the same "arm’s length" terms u 
they are paid to other bettors who do business with BR!. This arrangement with patrons 
began long before BRI contracted with the Tribe, in the same fashion as it is going on now .  
These incentives are clearly unrelated to Mr. Gaiio’s role as the manager of the operation, as 
evidenced by the fact that he receives significant salary and dividend distributions from BR! 
as compensation for his tale as manager. We would be more than happy to allow NIGC to 
review how these incentives are calculated for all patrons, including Mr. Gallo so that they 
can satisfy themselves that they are, indeed, paid in the same arms-length fashion. 

Item 5: When BRI’s auditors calculate the amount of the final settlement to accrue as 
"Payable to Royal River Casino" under the contract at the end of each calendar year (which 
13R1 does not accrue, as their books are kept on a cash in, cash out basi s) they do not include 
certain amounts shown on the audited financial statements as "other income". These are 
discretionary bonuses that the Tribe pays to BRL We believe this is correct as these 
discretionary bonuses are paid, by the Tribe, in the following year and are not part of the 
pan-mutual operating revenue referred to as "gross receipts" in the contract. These amounts 
cannot reasonably be included in the definition of "gross receipts" on page 25 of the contract 
(copy as exhibit 5, pg 2) which, as indicated, include "monies received in connection only 
With the pari-mutuel betting" (emphasis added). A more technical explanation is shown on 
exhibit 5, page 1, attached. This only makes sense, as it does not represent additional income 
to the operation, just profit sharing between the partners. By the way, the Tribe did consult 
with Legal counsel before making these discretionary payments so as not to violate the 
contract. 

SE?-0-2003 1205 	 TIIUR.COMES ’0LEY 	 p003 
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September 7, 2009 
Ms. Saul National Indian Gaming Commission 
Page 3 

It is our opinion that the above items 4 and S are clearly factual matters that, for whatever 
mason, may not have been made clear to the N[GC examiners when they were on site. Since BR! 
did not have a chance to go over any proposed adjustments with the NIOC auditors, we had no 
choice but to request they be reviewed at this point 

The following items 6 and 7 are more in the nature of interpretation of the intent of certain 
sections of the contract and how those may be interpreted somewhat differently than the NIOC 
examiners intet1weted them, and, as anch we would ask that these changes be reviewed also 

hem 6: The contract apecificail excludes, under Article 20, the "Manager’s Salary. The 
1410C proposes to change the original calculation of the amount due the Tribe to reflect no 
allowed deduction for the salary paid to Ray Henry, who is the day to day supervisor of the 
operation. Ray has no ownership interest, not is he related to Mr Gallo in any way. Including 
his salary in the NIOC changes to the calculation of net income would seem to be outside the 
intent of the contract, which was to not allow the manager to manipulate the income split by 
salary allocation to himself or related parties. We would request that the NIOC consider 
including Ray Henry’s salary as an operating expense. 

Item 7: The inclusion of interest income is not addressed in the contract and, as such, was not 
originally included in net income to be split. This seems reasonable as the Tribe receives 
weekly advances against their portion of the net income, along with an annual settlement 
once the prior year end audit is complete. The Manager, on the other hand, does not take 
weekly advances and generally keeps his portion of the split in the business for long periods 
of time. As referred to above, the contract refers to gross receipts" as operating revenues 
from pan-mutual wagering, We would request that the NIGC consider excluding the interest 
income from the net income to be spilt under the contract. 

Exhibits 1, 2 and 3 are revised calculations of the amounts due for 2006, 2007 and 2008, 
based on the above information. They are prepared in the same format that the NIOC examiners 
used to prepare the "Revenue Adjustments per Contract" worksheets attached to your letter, for 
ease of analysis by your personnel. 

SEP-0e-2009 12:09 	 THUR.COMES FOLEY 	 99X 	 P.004 
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September 7, 2009 
Ms. Saiz/ National Indian Gaming CornrnissLon 
Page 4 

Since there are issues in doubt here, we would request that the NIGC move the deadline for 
settlement of any amounts due to the Tribe in your letter dated August 29, to a more reasonable 
date, perhaps October 30, 2009 while this is under consideration. 

We appreciate NTGC giving consideration to the above information and, once this 
information has been reviewed, would request tbatthe appropriate revisions be made artd a 
revised compliance review report be sent out. 

If you have any questions regarding the above information, please feel free to contact Ray 
Henry (1-898-299-9861), Jerry Gross, our CPA (1-605-331-2550) or myself anytime. Thank you 
for your consideration, and we Look forwatd to heating from you. 

Sincerely: 

Better Racing Inc. 
J. Randy Gallo, President 

Date: 

Encl. 

SEP-06-2003 1209 	 THUR.COMM FOLEY 	 99% 	 P.005 
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Sinte tb. an isue h doubt here, Wv would reçiet that the 1bGC move the deadline for 
setticment of any araun1s the to the Thbv in your lc= daiad August 29 to a mom rasonab1e 
date, pethaj Octobcr 30.2009 1le tb b under cotssid*ion. 

oi l  

if yrni have y  4ueatioDstegnr&ng the above 	naion please feel free tc coilact Ray 
Reory (111$-299-986I) Jerry (iresr our CPA(-605-33-2SS0) or myclfenytkne. Thank You 
for your coiuldemtion. and we look farvirdto hearing from you 

Bertar Rathg Inc. 
J. Rendy Gab, Pteejdent 

� M"/  / t 
D19f7f 
EncL 
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August 27, 2009 

J. Randy Gallo, Fresidrt & Secttaty (St via Federal Baaa) 
Randy R. ()aljo, Vice Prcajclent 

tto.r Raein& jnc 
17107 JapiterFarns Rn, 
Jupitet, FL 33478 

Ray Horny, Troa5urar & CcneraI ).faager (Sew via Federni Exprcss & Far) 
ettorRacing Inc. 

607 S Veteran Street 
Flandrosu, South Dakota 57028 
Fax (60$) 997-5368 

Re: Managrnit contract - Notice otNon-coniphancc 

Dear MssrL Gallo & Bcir) 

?uretiantto the Indian GarntngRegolstoty Act (IGRA), 25 U5.C. § 2711, wrt the 
Naliónat Tudian Gaming Cominiasion (NIOC) regulations, 25 CY.R pait 535, the NGC 
conducted a managemett coritact compliance review August 11� I 3, 200. Due to the 
review, we dscovead That Bettor Racing, Inc. (Bettor Rathig) u not diatibning the 
ootcet percentage of the net gaming revcmte to the Flandrezu Santee Sioux Tibe 
Tribe), at reçzired wder that maaagemant contract and 1GM, 23 U.S.C. 2111 (c). 

Section 6A(d) and (e) of the matugment contract entered into by the Tribe and 
Bettor Racing, as approved by the Chaim" arthe NIGC on March 17, 2005 
(management contractj detail the percentage of net P"fits, that is payable to Bettor 
Racing and the Tribe. Under fts piovision of the conttct, the Tribe is to receive i 
giaduerŁd pereavttage of net profits stsrting at 60% and going up to 70%. Net protits 
are defined in. Section 6.4(6)(3) as having the same meaning as net revenue’ Under 23 
C.F.R. j 502.16 [sicj.’ 

IGRA defines net revenues as "gross reveouca of an Indian gaming 
activity Jess arcounts paid out as, or paid fur, prizes and total operating cpenses, 
excluding mattagetnetit fees?’ 25 U.S.C. § 2703(9). SimIlarly, NIGC regulation 
25 C.F.R § 502.16 etates: 

1 23 C.1.R. $02.16 does uotisr. This apçaar to be a typo and shwad have bm-n 25 C.F.P. I 502,16 W  
which is (be MCC reutat10 deIIsOZ ’get revcf&’ 

WA!*.At ILIA 	441 t. 5 	Svtc31CQ, Wartn. DC 2D3Q 	4 	,G3113 f* 25)2 7A,.1 W*… 

	

u0-Z7-209 15 	 165997 
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6/27/2 	1:15 	2826340e11 

J. Randy Oalto, President & Secretary 	 Page 2 of 3 
Ray Homy. Treaurr & C?tral Manager 
Better Racing, fnc. 
August 27, 2009 

PIN& reuer mtars gross pning Deveunes ofan bdian gaming operation 

(a) 	Amounts paid out as, t paid fat, prizes; and 
Teta.i gaming-retatcd operating cxp$ee, exCiUdingmnaaage,ezTt fees. 

Using the statutory, regulatory, AM manee1lt contact definitions of no 
rsvftuer. as informed by the Oetr*i1y Accepted Accounting Principles (GMP), our 
investigators reviewed- the last three years’ (2006, 2007, & 2008) audited ænanctai 
statenjeitta as well 55 other finanoi*L and accounting inibmiatian supplied during the 
invetigation *.nd calculased what shouid have been psid to the Tribe as its shore ofret 
revenues under the management contract, in so doing, our inveatigalors added back into 
the opecalion’t gross income amounts tat were wxog1iUy claimed as operating 
expcnaes. Specifically, the following salf ce were improperly claimed es operating  
expenses of the Indian gaining opatioa: salaries of General Manage Ray Rr,c J. 
Randy GaUo; tIarbara I. GaUo; Rum Gallo; Randy R. Olo; Tarp N. Gallo; and Krren 
Metcado. 

Article 20 of the management concl spa6.cal1y states that the General 
Manager’s aata.xy would be paid sour Bettor Racing’s share of net revenues. The 
Chairman’s apraval of the m nagernent contract in 2005 was based on the 
understanding that the only personnei costS charged as operating expenses would be for 
those employees other than the Gcneral ti(anager, who worked directly at Bettor 
Racing’s location within the Royal River Casino. PuriNtrwre, such pcmmel, coats were 
to be included in the annual budget to be reviewed and approved by the Tribe. See ArJth 
4 Section 4 , 1 (b)(12). Any salaries paid to thepresideet or owner of a management 
contractor, including any salaries paid to anyone who is not an employee, are to be paid 
fran, the manager’s share of net revenues, not as an operating expense. 

In addition, added back into gross income are incentives p.aid to 1. Randy (341)o in 
the amount of 3489,654 for 2006; $411,426 for 2007; and S33$0  for 2008. For the 
reasons stated above, all -  compensation to be. paid to the owner or president of i 
nanagement contractor .s to come from the manager’s sb= of net revenues, LI we were 

to allow a taflsgttnexit ContrtC)( to manipulate the net revenue as Bettor Racing has in 
this case, it would violate the IGRA, 25 U.S.C. § 2711(e), which prohibits the Chairtnan 
from approving a management contract that would allow the management contra etot to 
rtcerve more than 40% of the net rvernlea. 

ce our cikptstIons 3ertor Racing teethed lhc following pc=tugot ot’ne4 reVeeUe 

20" 	z.$.27,2IS 4)i4 
nan 	54,u5,)05 	7,09%. 
2006 	55,9152 	33.93% 	44.071A 

	

’’A 	. 	 qç SE?-oO-2oo9 12:10 	 P. 03 THUR.COIIES FOLEY 	 P.008 
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J. Randy Gallo. President & Secretary 
Ray Henry, 1reaureT & General Manager 
c Racing, Inc. 

nnpl 27, 2009 

U 	Also added back into gross revenue was the over-abort amount: 8O976 in 006: 
$5l934 in 2007; and $116,692 in 2008. The tnarigemezn cnnhract provides on page 3 
that "wcpetaes of eanployee md transmittal wror . will be paid by the Manger" 
Furthermore. the Thb&s Pari.Mutnal DculAg Ordinance states in Section 26.280 tint any 
coats essociatJ with any overpayment or nndepz)s1lent would he home by the 1iceaee, 
wh.ch in this case is l3etter Racing. 

l’aie3 of 3 

As dtxnorJMratts1by the attached spreadsheets, Bettor Racing owes the Thbe an 
additional $669,445 for fiscal yesr2006; $L038,451 Rr fiacal year 2007; and 31,278,195 
for 15.sctü year 2008. The grand cumbited total owed to the Thbe for fiscaL years 2006, 
2007, and 2008 is 3Z986,091.  We hope that Bettor Racing will take note of the errors in 
its calculations awl adjust the amount paid to the Tribe for tIscal. year 2009 acoorditgly. 

We understand that Bettor Racing and the Tribe wish to continue their 
tetationship and are also seeking to epad the ocrazicn to include computer betting. In 
order to avoid a firmaj cforccu’jent action and to preserve the relati ship between the 
Tribe and Bettor Racing. we suggest that Bettor Racing tnaice full resrituiion to the Tribe 
in the amount of $2.926,091 an or before September 15". 2009. If Bettor Racing does not 
iytaie full restitution to the Tribe on or by Septnber I5’’, 2009, we will recornniend to 
the NIGC Chairman that be bring an enforcement action against Bctor Racing. Such ar 
enforcenient action could result in the nanag&neiut contract being declared void and/or 
an assessment of civil fines. 

Please have your attorneys contact Melissa Schlichting, N1C}C Staff Atton’tcy, to 
discuss this matter further. 

Sincerely, 	 Sincerely, 

Whnesson 
	

Elaine Saiz 
Director of Enforcement 
	

Director of Connaets 

Enclosures 

cc: 	Joshua Weston, Tribal President 
Flandreau Satcc Sioux Tribe 

Ryan Kills A Hundred, Chairman 
Flandreati Santee Sioux Tribal Gaming Commission 

Terry Pechota. Attorney for landreaii Santee Sioux Tribe 

...-. -, -v.. 
SEP-09-2009 12U0 	 TRtYR.CO1S FOLEY 	 99. 
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Royal River Racing 
NIGC exam adjustments revisions 

EVE 2006 to 2008 

P&L 	InL Income 	Other inc. 	Total Mgr (BR!) 	Tnw fFS$T’ 
t.50% 	at 70% 

$ 	1766,496 	$ 	66,449 	$ 	169j19 	$1,902,663 $ 	597,799 	$ 1394864 

(68449 	(160,486) 	(226,17) (68075) 	(158,842) 

aQ 1976 80,016 	242 66.883 
280,000 260,000 	78,000 182,000 

27,200 27,200 	81160 19,040 
0 

489,654 
(489,854) 

63.629 � 
163,G2) 

2,124,671 - 	3.251 	2,133,922 	940,177, 1493,745 

1,281,74.2 
2006 Additional owed to the Trbe ,00 	- 

L;4- 1. 
SEP-08-2009 1210 	 TWR.00148S FOLEY 	 39% 	 P.010 
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Royal River Racing  
NJGC exam .dJusbnents tevfsione 

FYE 2006 to 2008 

P&L _, lnt Income 011w inc. - Total 	Mw (BIfl Ti’ibelFSSI) 
at 30% 	at 70% 

S 2.438,225 $ 108,509 6 756,140 $3,392,874 $ 990,862 $ 2,312012 

(108,508) 	(712,135) 	(820,644) 	(246,193) 	(574451) 

51,834 51,934 15,560 36.354 
260,000 260,000 78,000 182,000 
136,600 135,800 41,040 85,760 

11.532 11,532 3,460 8,072 
0 

411,426 
(411.426) 

50,600 

2,898,491 - 	 44,005 	2,942,496 882,749 2,059.747 

2007 Additional owed to the Tribe 3 	246,229 

2007 NIOC worksheet 
Totes 

CDrrcionI 

NICC audit ads & toneors 
Over & Shot expense 
J. Rendy GINo salary 
Gallo tarnIty saLaries 
Non-project employee 
Coneetlons to above  

Iricentives-R. Gaits 
Incentivet-corroction 

Ray Henry salary 
R. NenrycorTeocn 

Coneted totals 

Actual amounts pats 

SE?-08’-2009 12:10 	 THUR.COMES FOLEY 	 99 	 P.011 
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Royal River Racing 
NfGC exam adjustments revisions 

FVE 2006 to 2008 

P &l. 	Irit. Inowe Other inc. 	Total 	MV (8R1) TAbe (F8S1) -- 	
- 	ti… 	a170% 

$ 3,226,054 $ 47.727 $ 1,065 4 538 $4,340,319 $ 1,302,096 $ 3,038,223 

(47.127) (1,058.053) (1,105,580) 	(331,974) 	(774,606) 

116,692 116,602 360 81,684 
270,000 270,000 31,000 189,000 
140,600 140,800 42,180 98,420 
12,152 12,152 3,646 8,506 

a 
333,59° 

(333,590) 
�1,962 

3,765,498 7,685 	3,773,183 1,131,955 2,641,228 

2,297) 
2008 AddMonal owed to the Tribe $ 	344,202_ 

.- 	 I _I � i 	-$ 

SE?-08--2009 12., 11 	 TIITJR.COMES FOLEY 	 99’. 	 P.012 
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NOW 1-01 

U.S. Mail) TO: J. Rm&iyGal10 (Via 
17107 Jupiter Fam 
Jupilr, Pt 3347 

Bettor Rng Inc 
3709 S. GraW 
Sioux Polls, SD $71 ,  
1ax: (605) 275-9421 

� , 

(T 

Ryan Kills A 

P.O. Box 349 
Eleltdreau. SD 57( 
?ax: (605) 99722 

Facsimile & C�iiedU.. Mail) 

Chthna,, (Via Facsimile & derti6ed U.S. Mail) 
-bttissjou oixhg-- 

A. M ficationofV1oh 

i. 	Notice of Vic lation - Bettor Riojng, Inc. & I. Randy Gallo i, ha official 
and individv4l capacity 

The NIGC Chairwomanigeft a notice that Bettor Raciig, Inc. Pettor Racing) and its ’  
President, J. Randy Gallo, ii h-is ofdiai nd irulividual eapecy (Mr. Gallo or 
collectively with Bettor Rae ng u Rvpondcnt), located in Flandreau, South Dakota, 
managed a tribal gaming op ration without an approved management contract In 
violation of the Indian (Jam ig 1eguitory Act (IC3RA) and National Indian Gaming 
Conimission (NIOC) regula ions om Stptembor 24, 2004, through March 16 0  2005, S, 
25 U,S.C, §§ 271 0(d)(9); 27 1,; 25 CAR. § 573.6(a)(7). 

Further, Respondents mana. ed an off-track betting operation called Royal River Racing 
(the 0Th) at the Flan4rau anteo Sioux Tribe’s (Tribe’s) Royal River Casino (the 
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Casino) under two nnappr 
15, 2007, through April 5 
C.F.R. 

573.6(a)(7); 

naily, R"pondents had a 
from the 0Th t3n did the 
gaming revenue from the C) 
Tribr Moreover, Rcspondc 
controlled the money fIowL 
proprietary interest provieo 
§,§ 522.4(’b)(l), 522.7. As a 
congressionally mandated 
beneciary of tho gaming o 
other oonupting influences. 

2. 	Notice 

modifications to a managernem contract from February 
10, in violation of IGRA and NI 00 regulations, See 25 

interest in the OrB, and in fact profited mire 
ibe itsef Respondents received zore thau 70% of the net 

over the entire five-year temiof its agreement with the 
ran the OTB as their own separate business and, thereby, 

Into and oat otbe 0Th. These actions violate the sole  
of IGRA.. See 25 U.S.C. § 2710(b)(2); 25 C.F,R.. 
neequeacc, Xespondants’ actions oonict with IGRA’s 
poses of ensuring that the Indian tribe is the primary 
ration, and shioJding the tribe from organized crime and 
se 25 1.3 S.C. § 2702(2). 

Flandraau Santee Sioux Tribe 

The MGC Chairwoman als4 gives ntiee that the Tribe, located in, F1ndreau, South 
Dakota, pearuitteci the Resp4ndente to menage the 0Th without an approved muagement 
contract in violation of 101  and NTGC regulations from September 24, 2004 through 
Match 16, 2005. See 25 U.SC. § 2710d)(9); 25 CF.R. § 573.6 7). 

Moreover, the Tribe an4 thuR.espondenta operated the 0Th wider two unapproved 
niodifloalions to thc.managcnent contract in violation of ICRA. and NIOC regulations, 
from February 15 2007, thugh April 5, 2010. See 25 C.P& § 5716(a)(7). 

The Tribe also failed to sub4iit the management letters prepaed by the Casino’s 
independent auditors, Hansc ii, ViThaucr & Rnrril P.C., within 120 days of its 2005 and 
2006 !lscal year ends, in vie etion of NIOC regulations. See A 5 C.F.R. § 571.13(a). 

FinaUy, the Thbe ’&payrnen of met gaming revenue to Reapondents, over and above 
what was allowed under the approved manament contract, violated rORA’S use of not 

wii.ug revenue mandates, 2 ; wclJ esThe Flotdreau.,Ciasning Ordftiancc. Se 25 U.S.C. 
271 0(b)(2) and (3) 25 C.F. . § 522.6; Flandrcau Gaming Ordinance § 17-6-1(3). 

Under !GRA and NIGC rcg$latmens, the NTGC Chairwomen (khairwoman) may issue a 
Notice of Violation (NOV) i any person for violation of any provision of IGRA, NLGC 
regulations, or eny previsio4 of a tribal gaming ordnnce or resolution approved by the 
Chairwoman.. 25 U.S.C. § 2p 3; 25 C.P.R. 573.1 
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C. 	 I  

The Tribe operates one g ng facil ity, the Royal River Caino (the Casino) which 
conducts both class II and c ass UI irning. tn 2004,. the Thte converted a room inside 
the Casino from a bingo ha into aofftrack btting operation called Royal River 
Racing (the 0TH). Bettor tcing Inc. dft,/a Royal River Racing 	cnafter Bettor 
Rac1n and toethcr with . (allo as Respondents) wu iff&oIvecl in the conversion and 
operated the 0Th from its tcaption until April2010. 

In August 2009. the NIOC 	ct 3)Msion conducted a ornplam,e invcstig&tin of 
the management contract b weeI3 ilia Tribe and Re ndeuit The management contract 
was approved by NIGC Cl fxman Phi] Hoen on March 172005 (hereinafter the 
approved manageoient co ant), 

The NIGC contract oompli oce invetiation focused on the cakulatiori of the net gaming 
revenues of the 0Thmana ad bylpondems. NIGC contrct investigators found that 
Respondents claimed the a Larica of , ~- , Randy Q&10 Preddeit of Bettor Racing; members 
of Mr. Ga11os family and s frien4; as well as th Wary of Mr. Ray Henry, Be= 
Racing’s General Manager as operating expenses of the 0Th. Doing so resulted in 
decreased net gaining reve ucs, which were to be divided between the Tæbe and 
Respondents in accordance with the approved managentent contract. Under the terma at 
the approved nanagcnient kontraot, the aforementioned saiaiics to i-ndividuals who are 
not employees of the OT? s well as the salaries of Mr. Gailo and Mr. Henry are to be 
paid from Bettor seings isnagoment fee, Thus, strch salaries were improperly included 
aaoperathag exes and educted 	cm th 	to be plit between the parties in

111-11-1- 

aecordaice with the appro ed niacagernent confrect. 

In addition to these improp operating expenses, NXGC contract investigators discovered 
Bettor Racing paid bettors, including Mr. Gallo,, incentives or rebates in percentages or 
amounts set by Mr. Gahlo.’ 

By letter dated August 27, 009, thNI0C Pirector of Conticts and Director of 
Ethrccmcnt informed Mr. Gallo and Mr. Henry that Respondents were not in 
compliance with the appro ed manaentent contract. Po11oing the August 27 letter, 
additional correspondence etween the NIGC and Rcspondcits resulted in Bettor Racing 
reimbursing the Tribe $30 4058.00 *r calendar year 2006; $357.606.00 for calendar year 
2007 and $420,914.00 for calendar wear 2008. The reirnbui$enients include the amounts 
paid to Mr. Gab, Mr. FO Y, and Mr. Gallo’s family members as salary, as well as the 
over and short cporc 2  of he 0TB and interest earned on patron accounts, 

l  MOC conthiucs t hivestiate ic payment of borosc o’ frctivo tbcttar; Mr. Chtilos ectMties osan 
individual bettor; and the consu 	fCcs paid to agenet. These actividas arc not in cluded in this NOV. 

An "over and short exptms&’ um wl’r4a teller errs and either ovcrpye or underpays a ’winnrng ticket 
rewdlinS im the bvtting pool bei inoorrecty d;tri1ued a raorg the winning, ticket I&der. The socnr 
paid by the OTB to correct theliar’s crrct wa not i11owcd tà bc n expense of the 0Th for purposes of 
galoulating the amut wcZ to tic Thbc under the approved nutnagement contract boaesc thc tcllcrs were 
under tbo c ompIcto conol andtioaofReapoadenta. These exiemisos ore required to bo paid by the 
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During the contract comlia 
to the Tribe that the parties e 
reduce the Tube’s minintUm 
telephone was=5  to 1% of 
in excess of S30,000000 ani  
Tribe agreed to reduce the ni 
but did not agree to waive tb 
Tribe was owed pursuant to 1 

Terry Peehota, advised Reep 
modification to the #pprovcd 
less than 60% of the net’s= 

A ModirloatiM reducing the 
handle in excess Of $10,000, 
first rnodlfication). The first 
Chairman HogeWs approval 
received a letter from the Tr 
the approve] of the rst mod 
State of South Dakota was n 
has not yet been resolved au 
has never been approved by 

e invetlption, NIOC learned that Respondents proposed 
end orinodify the approved management conuat to 
uerenteed payment from 1% of the gross handle for all 

1055 handle up to $3000.000 lItis .5 % of all gross handle 
to waive the 60-70% split of the net gaming revenues. The 
r.dmum uaranteed payment as pioposed by Respondents, 
reoeiptf the 60-700A of the n*t gmingrevmtes that the 
to approved management contract The Thb’s attrney,  
ndents and the Tribe that the NIOC wenikl not approve an 
mnagesnent contract that resulted in the Tribe receiving 

revenue. 

ithmum guaranteed payment to include .5 % of all gross 
DO was xecuted by the parties on Fobru.axy 15. 2007 (the 
iodiflcation was submitted to klc NIGC for NIGC 
u February l, 2007. On Apz1 ii, 2007, tic NIGC 
e’s att4nsyt Terry pcobte, rcuestiiig that the NIOC bold 
loafion iin abeyance until the Tribe’s litigation with the 
olved. The THbes litigation with the State of Sooth Da1x#a 
the first modification to the approved management contract 
LCNTOC. 

Based on the roviesv of finer ’al recods during the investia1lian it was discovered that 
Respondents had been payrn the Tribe its Tn4rthnum guaranteed payment pursuant to the 
___of t $st,o1ikatic L 	r,Resooxt4 	p1iqcj hc towof the first  

modification retroactively to Januy 1, 2006, Therefore, Respondents operated the OTB 
under the xst modification the inenagenlent contract from at least Pebnary IS, 2007, 
until Augist 1, 2008, in viol "on of JGBA and NIOC reiationa, and reoeived bcnues 
bacd on the frstmodicati during calendar years 200& 2007, and 7 months of 2008, 

The Investigation also roves d that Respondents had approached the Tribe in 2008 
requesting yet another mcdi cation (the second modification), to the management 
contact to reduce the minin In guaranteed payment from 1% of all gross handle to 1% 
of all gross handle up to and ’nctudin $30,000,000 plus .25% of all cross handle in 
excess of $30,000,000. Aith igh never formalized in writing y the psrties, Rollyn 
Samp, the Tribe’s attorney, recuted i etatcrient dated October 31 2008, advising the 
extal auditot for the Trib ’a ganrin operation that the Tri13Łs i3xecutive Committee 
had approved an axneridmen to the eompensrtion portion of’the nanagentent contract to  
lower the minimum guar ant d paymbnt to 1% of the first $0!000,000 in gross hand1 

Reepondents pw.auaxtt to the Pland rcau Santec Sioux TTibeOaa)ieg CssioaPariuualettin 
Oaaiing Regulations. &e P1ai* sntee &MIUX Tnbe Oning Commission Pari-ntucJ l3etthg 011raing  
Regaladow j 26.280. 

MI subaeq’uenl refreces to 	o handle eter to the grts& handc for all 	lephorie betting, 7,110  
percentagc (4%) paid to the Tribe Tall walk-in battieg as provided in the approved rrnement contrast 
ha nev 	been ohenged or modi.Li d by the 
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pha 2i V0 of all grosshznc 
See Letter fronRoI1yn San 
second riod ftation to the 
approval and,  thus, was ne 
the second itodificat1oxi to 
2010, In violation of IGRA 

Even tho1i th&ft ao4 so 
received the bene fit of tb 
records revealed that Respo 
provided for in the approved 
cdar year 2005 $752,1 
2007; and $1,435,734.00 foi 
2006, 2007 and 2008 nutc 
received under the firet ari4 
provided for the first end se 
amounts a "bonus" and we 
the year end audit of the 01 

Respondents ran the OITA, B’ 
pa3dng all of the "I 
employ=; setting the ho 
bank accounts fbor the o 
j,, 	

- 	odwrdic   I  
1 	fticentives  

-- 

 
who bmught in 
�  

in excess of $30,000,000 to be cifeutive August 1, 2008, 
to Wlioni It May Concern, datc& October 1, 2008. The 
iiagexnent contract was not sabirdttcd to the NIOC for 
approie4. Therefore, Respondents operated the OTB uider 
rnanaixnent conttact from August 1, 2008, to April 5, 
l NIGC rcu1ations. 

nd modifications were not approved, Respoudeuts still 
the form of "annual bonuses." The review of financial 

tents received en annual bonus from the Tribe that was not 
nanagernent contact in the mnount ofS16L62O.0O for 
.78 for calendar year 2006; $1,058,853.00 for calendar year 
alendar year 2008. The bonus payments for calendar years 
he exact dollar arnouxt that Respondents would have 
cond modifications. In order to redistribute the net profits 
nd unapproved modifications, the parties called the 
Ito exchange or swap checks on an artnuai basis following 

they were the We owners of 4he operation by hiring and 
be OlE; adopting separate employee policies for 0Th 
d tiins that the UTA would be open; maintaining separate 
handling all of the accounting, including an anxmel audit 

regarJing the operation of th9 hesiness such as the 
des phd to bettors and the coitsulting fees paid to agents 
wb~ob, siifieantly affected the nelprofits of the 

When Respo ndents’ approv4t mnsgement cot*act with thc;Tric ended, Respondents 
moved the 0Th to Sioux Fa 1e, South Dakota, taking with it the OTB ’a phone numbers, 
tolovisions, tote to’rminals, a4d satellite receivers. 

The primary role the Tribe I 
as calculated by Respondeni 
RsponcLents once a year. TI 
Respon, daith but called a lo 
higber percentage of the net 
confract The annual check 
disproportionately high perc 
term of the approved manag 
the Tribe .espon4cnts rec.e 
2005; 79% of the OTB net 
gaming revenues for oa1end 
calendar year 2008 IORA a 
revenues that a manger can 1 
than 40%. See 25 U.S.C. 2 

.din the ’OTB was to accept the wccklyniinimum payment 
As noted above, the Cealno also exchanged checks with 
annual eichangc of chocks, termed "the check swap" by 

abs" by Itha  Tribe, resulted to Respondeitta receiving a 
irofits then was allowed =d ’a tic approved management 
yap or ’bonus" resulted in Respondents receiving  a 
ntage othe net gaming revenues of the OTB ovcr the entire 
meat contract. As a result of theladditional amounts paid by 
’ed 72%1 of the 0Th net ganüngjrevenucs for calendar year 
ruing revenues for calendar yeal 2006; 78% of the OlE net 
year 2()7; and 80% of the 07B net gaming revenues for 

d NIGC regulations cap the percentage of net pining 
iceive fot managing a tribal gamlttg operation to be no more 
’1 l(c)(2);  25 C.F.R. § 531.1(i).. 
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Respondents ,  control overti e 0Th nd Its receipt of a high percentage of the net gaining 
revenues provided 1espondi its with a proprietary interest ig the 0Th in violation of 
IGRA NXGC reu1ationa, th Flandrpau Oanting Ordinance and the Flandreau Pari-
mutuel Betting Ordinance. S re 25 U$ ,.C. §§ 271 0(b)(2)(A), (d)(1)(A)(ii); 25 CYR. 

522.6(e); 11andreau G=ix g Ordittnoe § 1764(4) and Pl4ndreau Pari-mutuel setting 
Ordiiance4. 

The annual check swapping r "bonus" pain to Respondents also isu1tod in a substoiitial 
reduction of net gaming rev ues of the Casino and ft a sbtaxLtini ednetion of the net 
gning revenues distributed to the T’ibe as required y IGRA and the Plnndreau Gaming 
Ordinance. Thcreforô, it wa amisuse of the Tribe’s not g ngrevcnuc for the Casino to 
return net miugrcvernies o Repchdenta as a "bonus" instead of distributing it to thł 
Tribe as required by federal d tribal law.. 

Additionally, the Casin&s i epettdent auditor, Donald L Rami of Hanson, Vilheier and 
P.aml P.C., issued two man entct letters thst were not submitted within 120 days of the 
Casino’s 2005 and 2006 Es al year ends as required by NIGC regulations. See 25 C.F.R. 
§ 571.13(a). 

In gwit, the actions taken Ire espon&nts and the Tribe conflict with IGRA, MOC 
regulations, and the Fland 	Otning Ordinance. 1GM was enacted to enaire that 
tribes are the primary benaries cif their gaming ope ons and are shielded front
comipting influences.. By ig un& the first and second modifications to the
nsnegcmcn.t contract, Redants wc paid excessive net geniing revenues of the OTB 
- these substantial payineprivcd.the Tribe ofbeing theprimary beneSoisry of the 
0Th.Purther, for thereadescribed above, Respondents had a proprietary interest in 
the 0Thin violation of I . 

D. ApilicthiaederaljndTribel Laws 

1. JGRA provides that an Indian tribe may enter into a management contract 
for the open tion of aclass III gaming activity if such contract has been 
submitted to and approved by the Chairwoman. 25 U.S.C. § 2710(dX9). 

2. A managern nt contract is dctThed byNIOC rgu1ationa as "any contract, 
subcontract, Dr collattral aeement between an Indian tribe and a 
contraotor oj betwee,i a contractor and a subcontractor if such contract or 
agreomeiit r ovides fr the management of all or part of a gaming 
oporatom" 5 C,P.R. § 502,IS. 

3. Ma]genen contracts and changes in persons with a financial interest in 
or manage2nnt zesposibiifty fbr a managc1cut contract that liaw not 
leen approvdby th Chairwoman are void. 25 C.F.R. § 533.7. 
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4. NX3C reg1a tons provide that a tribe may enter into a modication of a 
maigement ontract;fbr the operation of a. c1ss U or oIss III gaining 
aotivity suhj ct to the approval of the Chafrwoman. 25 C.F.R § ,535. I(i).  

S. NIGC regu ions reqkifre that a tribe submit a modification of a 
ni*nagelnana coaftdfoor the operation of* cl~sa II or cLan ff1 gaming 
activity to th Chairwoman upon its. eccution. 25 C.F.R. § 535.1 (b). 

6. Any niodL& lions tea management contract tor the operation of a class 11 
or class ffi ’ rning acth’ity that have not bee9 approved by the 
Chaixwomai are void, 25 C.F.R. § 535.1(4 

7. NIOC rogu1 tions provide that it is a substantial violation oflGRA. for a 
i1aflagemcn 

 

contractor tq manage 8fl Indian pnng  operation without a 
GOntxet that the Chairwoznae has approved under part 33 of NIQC 
regilations. 5 C.F.R 	5736(a)(7),’ 

S. NI(3( regul tions dne c1ass In Sawinf as including "any Sporks 
betting and aii-mutuiel wagering including bit not limited to wagering on 
horse racing dog racing orjai alal, , .’ 25 C.F.&. § 502.4(c). 

9. IGRA requir!pe that, to lawfui]y operate J.ndla gaming, a tribe must have a 
tribal gsmin ordinance apprred by the NtGC Chairwoman. 25 TJ.S.C. 

271O(bX)(B) (d)(1)(A). 

.10. IGRAdcfins class LI gaming as sfllbrns of grirkg that are not class I 
or class IL Pfrinnth1e] gaming is not defined lag class I or class II under 
IGRA. 25 US-C. §§ 2703(6)-(8), 

11.The Tribe’s rnendedclass In gaming ordinance (the PIdreau Oniug 
Ordinance) pproved by NIOC Chairman Mobtie Deer on June 21, 1999, 
defines "C1 UI Gaming" as "a.11 forms of giniing that are not class I or 
class U as tose terms are defined in the lndikn (aming Regulatory Act, 
including b* not limited to. . .." Flandrea.0 Gaming ordinance 17-1- 
3(4). 

12.The F1andreu Gaining OrOnance requires that "all proceeds of the 
gaming actijities authothed by this ordinanc?  and received by the Tribe 
shali be usc to promote the health, education and. welfare cf’the 
Flandrcau Siitce Slo-4x Tribe." Flandrou Gaming Ordinance § 17-6.1 (3). 

13 , JGRA rejn s that the tribal gaining ordinance must provide that the tribe 
have the 	proprietary interost In and rcspotsibility for the conduct of 
any gaming cth’fty. 25 U £.C, §§ 271, Ob)XA), (d)(1 )A)ii). 

N 
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14. NIGC r gui4ons require that a tnibei’s gamiTe ordinance provide that "the 
’ribe shall h4ve the sole proprietary interest m’ 	responsibility for the 
conduct of sxy gamig operation.’ 25 C.F.R. I 5224(b)(1)1  522.6(0), 

15.The Tribe’s rdinariob on pari-mutuel bettht(the Ewdrean Pan-mutual 
Being Ord.i ce) approved by NIGC ChairMan PIifl Rogan on !une 21,. 
2004, provi s that "the Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe shall have the sole 
proprietay 

we 
	in and responsibility for the oonduet of pari-mutuel 

betthg on T b&.litds." 	dreau Pari-mutel Betting  Ordinance § 4. 

16.IORA requir is that class HI gaming operatio.s may only be lawfully 
conducted if he gaming is c8ueted pursuant to an ordinance that meets 
the requiremi mts of 25 U.S.C. §2710(b). 25 tJIS,C. 9 2710(dXl)(A)(il), 

17.IGRA requir n a tribal amig Orditance to povide that the net gaining 
revenues froi a any tribal pnino oatiou ar6 not be used for any purpose 
othei, than to fund fri,al government opetatkns or programs; provide for 
the general elr of the Indian tribe snd its members; promote tnbsI 
econonio do ralopment; dorate to tharitable organizations; or bzlp ftmd 
ocrations o local government agencies. 25 U,  &C. § § 2710(bX2)(B), 
(d)(1)(A)(ii) 

18.The Flandr4i Gaming Ordinance requires U– 41the Fa*oau Santee 
Sioux Tribe thail róive at least sixty percent (60%) of the net revenues 
of all gaining amivi1is conducted pursuant tothia ordinanco." Flaatdreau 
Gaming Ordinance 761(4). 

19.IGRA and NGC regal ations prohibit the Chalirwomsn from approving 
any managetjtent oon1aet that provides for a fee based upon a percentage 
of the net rcenucs of  tribal gaming aetivitylin excess of 30% or if the 
Chtirworn=4ia atiafed that the capital investment required and income 
projections rqubc an additional fee up to 404. 25 U.S.C. § 2711(c); 2$ 
C.F.R.§ 5311(i), IGRA and NIGC regulations do not allow a 
,*nagemeitcontracthr to reodyc more than 40% of the net revenues of 

any tribal ganii,g activity under any circumstances, Ja 

20.Failure to Co pl)r Vii any Provision of IQRA, ?4IGC regulations, or an 
approved t6l at garnhg ordinance is grounds for issuance of a notice of 
violation (N V). 25 U.S.G. § 2713;’25 C.F.R. § 573.3(a). 

21.Failure to cc ply with NIGC regulations requiring the submission of 
management letters prcpred by the Casinq’s independent auditor within 
120 days of i he end of the Casinos fiscal year is grounds for issuance of a 
notico ofvio iation. 25 C.F.R. § 571.13(a). 
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1. The Tribe isa federally recoized Indian tdbe with headquarters in 
Plandreau, nib Dakota. The Tribe operates he Casino, which includes 
both cus ti d clas 111 gaming. M part ofic class 111 gaxning, the 
Tribe operat I a piiuti& betthg operation ktiown as Royal River 
Racing (the TB) that was manageI by Rcsp6dants, Respondents 
xnanagd the fr4n September of 2004 to April of 2010, 

2. BettorRaotn . Inc. (Bettor Ricing) is a business corporation registered in 
the State o lii Dakota. This corporation Miss registered on Jaraiar,i 7 
1998. 	 ettor eying lists its ctent principal executive offiec as 3705 S. 
Orange’!Avet e, Si*uxl  Falls, South Dakota, $17105. 

3. 1. Randy Gal (Mr. Gallo) is listed in the Articles of Incorporation of 
Bettor Rae! as the sole shareholder and mpber of the Board of 
DircCtor. Articlok Q 	orxfioa we 	led with the Secretary of 
Stale for the We of South Dakota on January 7,19W 

4. Mr. Gallo ha been. Iitcd as the Director of Bettor Racing in iW Annual 
eportsto Secretary of State for the StaieofSouth Dakota since 1999, 

and negotiat J the original managemett agrepcut with the Tribe on 
bcthai.taf 13mor Racing 

5. BettorRac’ ’a fiscal ycarruns from Januaryl I 	ghi)ecember3l at 
every calend y. 

FTRST VIOLATION 
A, 	tii 1,.h i4iI 	TI1A ,pigt 	TT(CT 	iilfhm 	- 

6. On Much 2 
ThbaI Presi 

authorized t 

7. OnMareh 
bctweeii E 
chairman 
Fl.andrcau 
*nd appTo ,  

2004 in Resohitiw No, 0425, the Tribe authoiized the 
nt, Leonard Eller, to sign a mangemartt cantrat with Bettor 
ragc the 0Th at the Casino. President Eller was also 
submit the agreement to the NIOC for approval. 

2004, ILG(. received a copy ofa management contract, 
r RacinÆ and the Tribe for rev Icsr and approval by NIQC 

gen. In addition, on that date, W Tribe also submitted the 
I i-mutull Betting Ordinance for Chairman FlOgee’s review 

S. OnJunc21 
	

Chairman Hogen approved Ithe Flandreau Pari-xnutuct 
Betting Ordi 
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10. Respondents 
September 2 
accepting an 
aooeptiag W 
were prcezit 
March 16, 2( 
the Casino, a 
were suwcql  

Ii. Reapodeijts 
clailybasisJ 
dilyonthe 
Rcapondents 

I- hr4 4 I I 

D04 and early 2005, employees oftbo NIGC, agents of the 
poits had multiple ownratizications regarding changea 
be made to tite monageznent contract before the NIOC 
Id approve it. 

,egan ding business as Royal River Racing at the Casino an 
2004. $pecffice]ly, Respondents operated the 079 by 

placing bets on behalf of paos at the Casino as well as 
em placed over the telephone. iespondents’ employees 
nd workiii at the 0TH frn 5optnber 24,2004, through 
)5, as eidenced by the daily epenses incurred by them at 
well as telephone and other utility coats that Respondents 
ntly repired to pay to the Casipo, 

omploiees inonrred expenss 4argod to Respondents on a 
rtber, tILe Casino authorized Repondents to incur expenses 
:j5 jaccotints with local merchat. The Casino billed 
m a znoiirbly basin for these expenses and accepted the 
its paid by Respondents. Additionally, the Casino accepted 
payments from aespondente for a portion of the net 
rated byte OW. 

12.In additiont the fact above, Respondents had extensive authority ever 
and control 4’ the OT Kespon&ts determied the btdgel, were 
responsible 4r the biting and lring of all emj,loyces, formally adopted an 
employee )$dbqpk pplicab1e only to 0Th employees and made 
virtually all tie1usinesa decisions regarding the OTBI 

13.Bettor Raci4’s fiscaf. year end is based on the calendar year end, o 
December 3l rather *L= on the fIscal year and used by the Tribe arid 
Casino, wh4 is gepteniberA The OTB was audited independently from 
the Casino bt an audit 11= hired solely at the discretion of Reap ondents. 

/ 

14.The OTB’s joss handle from September 2004 through December2004 
was  

l. Respondents made payments to the Tribe totaling $79,741.00 for the peri 
mutuel bettir g conducted at the 0Th from September 2412004, through 
December 31 , 2004. 

16. Respondents continue d to make weekly paymnts to the Tribe fbr each 
week from 3.nuat,i 2005 through March 2005. 

7. Chairmen H; 	approved annanagement contact between tie Tribe and 
Respondents on March 17, 200. 

10 
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18. Therefore, Rponets mariagod the OT 	from September 24, 2004, 
through Marci i, 2QO, withozt a tn2nagerrent contrast approved by the 
Chairmffll in olaoi of ICiRA ad NIGC reguliion. 25 U.S.C. 
§ 27i0(dX9),J  and 25 OYR, § 573.6(aX7). 

19, F themwre4he Thbe pexnftted the Respon dents to manage the OTB 
without an a æsement contract friu September 24 2004, 
through 16, 16, 2005, in violation of XGM and 	IGcregii]ations. 25 
U.S.C. § 2711f)(d)(9) and 25 C.F.R. § 573.(aX7). 

20. Prior to the Ti Anagm~nt oontract being eçpr4ed by Chainnan flogen the 
Tribe entere into a c6neulthg agreement datdSeptember 20,2004, with 
MLGaIIO to et as a enaultant for tW 015. The consulting agreement 
was linitedt Mr. Gallo providing advice oxirunning an 0Th prior to 

prova1 of o managencnt contract Hower, Mr. OaTh, wasnot 
operating as consultant but was, in fact, managing the OTB starting on 
September 2 ,2004. 

SECOND VIOLATION 	I  

21.As noted al, v; on March 17, 2005, ChaIrman Hogen approved a 
managemenoontrct betwein the Tribe. and bettor Racing. 

22.Th prQ\4 .tnanagmcntcontraot provides PA R.eppnenth’ 
nnaemen fee is a 	ntage of the net renue of the (71’S based on a 
sliding scal4 When t1e gross handle volume is less than $0,000,000, 
Respondent4’ nasriagØment fee is 400/6 of the net revenue. When the ross 
handle Yo 	is $0000,000 or greater but less than $60,000,000, 
Respondent’ management tae’is 35% of the net revenue. When the gross 

sndje vol c is above $60,000.000, Respondents’ Jnanagement fee 18 
30%of the $etrevunüe. 

management contract further provides t1nt the Tribe’s share 
of the ne nue ficm the 0Th is also a slidIvg scale based on the gross 
handle ves of the operation. When the ross handle vol=e is loss 
that$30000, th Tribe’s share of the ne revenue is 60% of net 
gainiug rue. When the gross haWe volu us is $30,000,000 or greater 

23.The appr

jb d10 

 

but lase t60,000.000 the Tribe’s share aI65% of not revenue. When 
the gross volume Is above 560,000,000 7  the Tribe’s share ofthe 
profits is of net revonno. 

24.Under throvcd ocintrset the Thbe’s mininlUflt guaranteed payment’ 
wifl ieveless than 4% of gross public 1iaidlc generated by walk-in 

11 
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bettfrtg at he OTB phi’ the greater of $5,769.23 per week or 1% of the  
gross ha e gerteiaZed by telephone bcttiug at the OTB. 

25.The qpro red management eoritract provides that the net revcue is to be 
oalculatod on a nouthly basis and that both. the Tribe’s share and 
Responde ts f’oe svere to be paid simultankously each month. 

26.The sppro red maiiagcnet contract provides that Respondents pay the 
salary of Gene$ Manager from the rnnagomcnt fee through the 
duration o the mahagonient contract. 

27.Under the pprovs4 menagorizent oontra ,espondents were to trnsfer 
the –th4un guaranteed payment to the Tribe by deliveTing a chock for 
the a1nourt to the Casino finance deparent on a weekly basis. 

28.The Casin )’s comptroller, Laurel Tye, veifl ed that thecorrect amount 
was WnSJtransf+ed by reviewing the grcss handle amounts trwisrriitted 
diroetly to her from United Tote, the tote company responsible for 
handling g 11 wagers placed by Respondent. 

29.After remjvig the weekly payments from Raaondent; the Casino would 
xnaJce a rn+nthly iayment to The Tribe for the net gaming revenue earned 
by the C 	which was then 	 edtbtheTrfbddepositeinthe 
Tribe’s b?k  accounts purszant to the RM 

1. 	 a. 

30.la 2006, te Resp$adents and Tribe agreed to reduce the guaranteed 
minintwnpaynient on gross handle that ws set forth in the apirovcd 
managamnt contract. Accordingly, the peient was reduced from 1% of 
the gross andl.e to 1% of gross handle up io and including $30,000,000 
and. 0.5 %lofgros&handle in excess of $30 1,0m,000, 

31.For nscaifrear 200, Respondents made paoitente equal to the rôduced 
guarantee  zninimi4m amount to the Thbe and the Trib,o accepted them; 
thus, the larties acted under the tIt mod 	ton 

32.Both the comptroller for the Casino, Lanrl Tye, and Ray Henry, General 
Manager or Ropondant, confmed that tle 6rat modification was in 
effect wh$n the Casino’s anxrnal 	pendet audit was conduetcclby 
Hansen, ilhauer, & Rarni for the Casinol 200 and. 2007 ftsoal years.. 
The Trib1 sub mitt audits for 2006 and 2007 to the NK1C 
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33. A draft ino4liuieation representing the changes to the contract out lined in 
paragraph () above was submitted to the NIQC on January 19, 2007, The 
January 1 9, 2007, subn1ssion included a draft tribal resolution authorizing 
the môdi–kation tol the approved management contract. 

4. On Fcbruady 16, 2007, the Tribe submittedl a final and executed 
modifioatin (the ffrat modification) for the NIGC Chai,nan’s review and 
approvaL I he fi xgt 	was 4W Febr"ry  15,2007. 

35.Also sub4cd  to the NIGC on February 1:6,2007, were two letters, dated 
3szrnary2S 2007, one frorr Mr. RoUyn Sanp, Gcnvral Cuwe1 for the 
Tribe, and@ne from Tribal President lashuh Weston both requesting the 
Chanan 4ogen?s review and approval o)the erst Modifioa~on. Along 
with the Iaivary 25 letters, the February 16, 2007, submission included 
the Tribal ’residenVe e rtiflealion of  authority, and the fully executed first 
modifleati4n datedFebmary 15, 2007, that reduced the minimum 
guaranteed payment to the Tribe to OJ% of the gross handle above 

36.On April 1, 2007, Terry Pechota, attorney tbr the Tribe’s Gaming 
Commiasi4n, requested on baalf of the Tribe that the NIGC hold in 
abeyance s final decision on the 	rst modficationunffl such time as the 
1itigaon 4garding the Tribal-State Compact with the State of South 
Dakota wa resolvcd 	 I  

37, NIGC i4tor  of çontjracts, Elaine Saiz, canfinned the receipt of the 
Tribe’s re4aeat and agreed to hold the review of the first modification in 
abeyance 4ntil the litigation between the Tribe and the State of South, 
Dakota wa isoIved, 

38 Attoney fr the Tribe’s (rning Commission, Terry Pechota, informed 
the GO=  l Counsel for the Tribe, Roll 	tamp, that the contract could 
not be app oved  Ori  disapproved until the litigation was resolved, 

39.The iiti4g4n between the Tribe and the Sthto of South Dakota regardng 
the Triba1tatc Conpaot is s till pending, snct the first modification to the 
approved ianageritent contract has never been approved by the NIGC 

40.Chairman Frogen never approved the first n od&Ieation, dated February 
15,2007, the approved managenient contract 

41 The Resp4dcnts and the Tribe Wed under the first modi1ic&iou, 
resulting ii the Tribe receiving lass of the net gaming revenue than it 
should ha4e received under the approved management contract. 

13 
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42. Acting unt er the first moification, the Repoxidents and the Tribe, agreed 
to the folic in bius pa rzionts which wire not in compliance with the 
approved I sxiagetncnt contract; 

OaJeJIdX Net 	I Amomt iprovedAvnouttt - 
Year Incomb on due Tribe "B4nus’ paid Received by 

whichaplit -under to Bettor Tribe (I 
based’ approved Racing Modification) 

262,86tS $520,514 $752,134 $571.36 
Q9JS2,043,926 $1,058,5 $154,665 

43. Respond 
niodifica 
violation 

� 	 § 574( 
agreed to 

� 	 kespoxidi 

b. Sczmd 1nra 

% ofgto 

44. On or ab 
Modica 
contract. 
on gross 

45.This seoc 
Tribe on 
and the 

’The net income on wl4ch th 
provided by Bettor PAoInS. is 
,,etimome pureu4n2ttO the *p 
leterest inconio, and Ox/lbO 

The 	utduethe Th1 
uome based on 6C app1c*b 
ieee than $X00000 to the 
and 40% t Bettor Pmoing. In 
4ppliosb1epItenge fbthe 
the pmwae spht q7lidd t* 
wel70% to thTiibe Od 

conducted gamiig operationsl at the Canino under the first 
an nhpproved modiflcaton to a management ccnitraet, in 

3R.And N1GC regulations, 5 U.S.C. § 2711 and 25 C.F.R. 
from February 15, 2007, to 1y31, 2008. And, the Tribe 

firstnodiflcation and acted wider it in conce1 with the 
in vioMon of N!GC regulations. 25 U.S.C. $ 2711 (a)(1) 25 

it AuguAt 1 0  2008, Respondests @id the Tribe Weed to another 
ri (the zcond modification) to the approved management 
aking asccond reduction in the kninimum guaranteed payment 
ud1e oer $30,000,000 from 0.f% to 0.25 4. 

d modification waa put into effet by the Respondents and the 
uguat l,’2008. Both the weekly ininimum  guarantdpayTn,t 
I of year settlenient calculation tef1eo1ed this second 
M. 

split reee is based was derived 6om tite rnLditd fuaaci1 sstetuants 
, p1w thei addition of mdäputcd amoiinte that chou1d have bcn indudd in 
x)ved n4t*gement C ntreot each as Mr, C00% and Mr. Henxy’s sa1ace, 
einouma’thsete telkMen-o. 
ler the apOroved ivanagent conacrepresen the split of.mmthly not 
percentae eeth ionth, For cxixip1c, iA .ammiy the anunel gross 1and1e is 

picth!ccntage for tb split of nAly net income is 60% to the Thbe 
eeeber when the annual gxon handle lotaled over $60 milh1er, the 

was 70% to the Tribe eM 30% to Bettor lactng. For em of ceacidtdon, 
he &tzted v=uzb added b0c inip net incce (see footnote 4 ,bove 
to ,ttorRnah2& 
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46, Adduti6ri1 y, both parties asserted that thecord modification was in 
effoct durii ig the annual iiidopcndent audit or calendar year 2008 
ooMuated y Hanson, ViIhaucr, & 1am1. Both the Tribe’s comptroller, 
LeBrel T-ye, 2nd Ray Horny, Bettor Racing’s 0ncre1 Manager 
dcumnt [the rcution in the minimum guaranteed payment that the 
Casino roe ivod dng calendar year 208. Further s  the Tribe ’s General 
Counsel, .1 ollyn Sanip, wrote a memorandlun eonthming that the Trlb&a 

xeoitivc 01nci1 had approved the amended compensation terms. 

47.Reopotho e began intiking the weekly payeents to the Tribe in 
accordanc with the second inodificationd the Casino accepted the 
reduced rn thnum guaranteed payment equal to 025% of the gross handle 
from AugL st 1, 2008, through April 5, 2010. 

48.The secon modifiŁatiori was never submitted to the NIGC or approved by 
the NIOC hairwonian. 

49.Acting w er the eiond modification, the 	espondeL1ts and the Tribe 
agreed to 1 0 	1towirtg payments which were not in compliance with t1e 
approved anagenent contract! 

Calendar Net Income Amount dui Unapproved Amount 
Year on which Tribe under Bonus paid to Received by 

aphtbued 6  proved Bettor Thbe(2’ 
management Racing Modification) 
conact7  ___ 1_ 

2008 - $382,770 $2,621,791 435,’74 $861,292 	- 

50.Respondei S aon4ioted the OIB under an mapproved second 
modiesti n to a rnonaScmant contract in violation of IQKA 04 NI0C 
regnlalion 25 LLS.C. § 2711 and.25 C.FR. § 573.6(a)(7), I1n2 AtigusI. 1, 
2008, to A ru 5, 2010. And, the Tribe agreed to the unapprovoct second 
modification and acted under it in concert th the Respondents th 
violation o 1GRA and NIGC regu1atio, 2$ US -C, § 2711 (&Xl) and 25 

S 

THIRD VIOLATION 
Reap ents vp1ptc 	proptary interest mdate Q1QRA and NICK reu]atioris 

$1 Rospor1de!sexercised complete control or the 0T3 and ran the OTB a. 
their own psrato business and thereby co trolled the money Doing into 
and out ofwopetition. 

Se 	 note 7 	. 	¶ 	 * 
’Set footnote 8.. 
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� 52. All of the TB employees wcrc hired and paid by Rcpondcnts, 
Furtheimo r., Respondents - adopted their o’1vn ernptoycc policies to be 
applied on y to OrB employees 

3. Respondm ts rnadd all accounting and fTnaxuial decisions related to the 
M. Resl ondita hired an auditor to perform an annual audit of the 0Th 
separate ar id apazt Oom the Casino. keapolkdentE also maintained separate 
bk awoi nts from the Casino 

54.Rapondet ta progied more fivm the 0Th 1ian the Tribe, 

55.For caland Lr year 200$, the net gaming revenue of the 0Th was 
$1,786,75 � 	 I  

56, The Cesin received a total payment of S625241 for calendar year 2005 
om Rasp nden. 

57.On Augul 31,20d6 the Tribe issued Reslution No 06-100 tat h 
authorized pyrnent of $161,602 to Respondents for calendar year 2005. 

58.Ou Sept ber 6., 2006, the Tribe’s President, Mark Alli, signed a check 
reut ft a bonu payment to Respondents for $161,602 from the 
Casino. 74o check!was issued directly out of the Casino’s account. 

59, This tuw=msby the Casino was accounted for asen expense of the gaming 
operalioti 4nd now of the fi.ws tra *fere4 on September 6, 2006, were 
ever distziutcd to the Tribe as net naming revenue as required by IGRA 
and the P1ndreau Gaxning Ordinance. 

60. The bor 
bonus." 

result of the tribal "bonus" æ,r 4alendar year 2005, 
fs received 65% of ihe net gaming revenue of the ()Th in 
kr 2005 m vIolation oflOBA, I$JOC regulations, and the 
IPari-mutaci Betting O4inance, es2$ U.S.C. 
(2)(A), (4)(1)(Xii); 25 CY.R. 522.6(c) Flaridreau Pail-
ting07ance4. 

year 2006, the total net revene of the 0Th was $2,262,866. 
twma of the origiasi management contract, the amount owed to 
hau]d have been $152O,l4 based on the scale included in-the 
fbl1ows60% of net garebmg revenues for the first $30,000,000 
nd 65% of net gaming revenual for bandle between 
FO and $60,000,000. 

calendar) 
Fmlodroqu 
§§ 2710(b 
mu.tuel B 

62. For culeri 
Under the 
the Tribe 
contract a 
of handle 
$30,000.0 
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6. The total i imouxit paid to the Tribe by Rcpłndents as coiupcnsativu for 
the manaernnt contract for calenthw year 2006 was $57 1 ,368, oqui to 
25?4 of th s net re’crcnue of the 0Th. 

64. On May 4, 2007 Reapoidcxts made an ÆditioraI payment to the Tribe 
of $752, 1: 6-78 tolznako up the difference lbetwew  weekly payments and 
the amou4t owed lbr calendar year 2006 pursuant to the approved 
xnanaemnt contract 

6S On May 31. 2007 the Casino iued a eh4k request in the amount of 
$752,23 3 . ~ 8 for payment to Respondents as a bonus for calendar year 
2006. A 4eck in the amount of $752,133 78 was issued on June I t  2007, 
pursuant t the aarementicned check request, and signed by Laurel Tye. 
Comptrolr of the Casino and counter-signed by Gordon Jones Jr., 
Treasurer for the, tribe. 

66.This tran4r by the Casino was aecowte for as an expense of the Casino 
and none i fthó ftmda transferredto the Cüino on May 31, 2007, were 
ever distributed to ,  the Tribe as net .ganiing revenue as required by ICJA 
and the F1ndreau’Gaming Ordinance, 

67.As a direct result of the bonus paid to Respondents, Reepondents received 
75% of th+  net priting revenues generated by the 0Th ibr calendar you 
2006, in violation ofIGRA, 2UGC regulations, and the Ptarufrcau Pai-
Irnituel Betting Ordinance. See 25 U.S.C. §§ 2710(b)(2)(A), (d)(l)(A)(ii); 
25 C.F.R. 522.6(e); Flandreau Pan-mutual Betting Ordinance § 4. 

68.For calm( ar  year 001, the total net gaming revenue of the 0T8 was 
$3 0057054. Undeii the terms of the managnent contract, the amount 
owed to die Tribe yu $2,043926, based cp the scale included in the 
contract afoIlowS 60% of net gaming revenues for the first $30,000000 
of handle, $% of iet gaming revenues for, handle between $30,000,000 
W $60,0(  ?0,000, and 70 of net revonuesi for gross haiidle more than 
$60,000 

69.The total 4pmpenaiton clietributd as net thvcnu to the Tribe for 
càendar yar 200 was $754 f.665, 25% of them revenue of the 0Th. 

70.0nYnel 
the cliffar 
calendar  
payment t 
the netrc 
of the mir 

2008, Respondents paid the Csino S 1,058,853.56 to make up 
e between weekly payments ad the ammint owed for 
r 20071 under the management onact This szomt was a 
woiill bring the Tribe’s net revenue from the 0Th to 700A of 

iue Wben combined with the pavious payments made as part 
aun guaranteed payment Seventy percentof the net revenues 
hat thc Tribe was entitled to receive under the approved 
coraract. 
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,’ 2008, . Ca$ro check recIust jas iseued and labeled as 
tor Rading 2007" in the amount of $105885356, 

2008, itwo obsoks were issued to Repondenta in the amounts 
) nd $158,853.56 for a total of1$1058,853.56. The cheeks 
Iby Laurel Tye and counter-signed by Garrie Kills A Hundred 
hr the Tube’s executive Committee. 

and none i f the fuide transferred to the Cesixo on Jute 18, 2008, were 
ever cUsfli uzed to !the Tribe as net samitsirevonuo aa required by XO?A 
and the Fl dreau (ttning Orclin.ance. 

74. As a dimr, ruIt cf the bonus paid to Rcodents, Repondoms received 
75% of th i net revenues generated by the OTB in oelendai year 2007 )  in 
violation fXGRA, NGC rogu1atio 	and itbe Flandresu ?ar-mutue1 
Betting 0 linance Sire 25 U.S.C. § 	2710(b)(2)(A), (d)(l)(A)(il); 	5 
C.F.R,. § 2.6(c); 1andrcan Pari..mutuel Betting Qrdinanee 	4. 

75, For calen ir 	.2008, the total net revene of the OTB was $3,882,770. 
Under the terms otthe approved managemCnt contract, the amount owed 
to the Tril e should have been $2,621,794 based on the scale included in 
the confrs t as follows; 60% of net ping revenues tbr the first 
$30,000( 0 of lia&I1e 65% of net genæng revenues 	r handLe between 
$30,000,( 0 and $0,O0O,000, and 70% Ofinet revenues for baiiLe more 
than $60.,l Q000. 

76. The total ayrnent distdbuted to the Tribe a not gaming revenue for 
c1ndz’ sear 2008 was 861,21.62, 22%Iof the total net revenue of the 
OTE. 

77.On Tune 1k), 2009,Rcspondents issued a4eck to the Casino in the amount 
of $7I7,87. 

78.On Iune 1, 2009J1a check requst was issilied by the Casino for payment 
to the Reondents in the amount of $717,861. The p*11ent was for a half 
"bonus" f  2008, The ohvkŁquest was Aigned by Thâl Presidi* 
Joshua Wston. A eheck was issued by the Casino onJune 12, 2009 for 
$717,857 o Respondents and was siguedby Laurel Tye and counter6 
signed byfos1ma Weston. President of the lTibe’e Executive Committee, 

79.On June 0, 2009; R,eondents issiad a dhock to the Cainoin the 
amount 0I $717,867, This nowtwasa payment that would bring the 
Tribe’s n revenub from the OTB to 70% lof the net revenue when 

IN 
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combined ith thprevious payments made as part of the minhnwn 
guz=tecc payment pusiant to the appro’vod mnagoment contract 

80.On Yuze 2 , 2009, a etcek request was issued by the Casino for 
Respond ts in he amQLmt of S717,867-76    payment was for a coon. 
hwwr"bon ’  to Respoi1detts for 2008. T* cheek request was si&ncd by 
Lol Ty mid 1acide Barse. A cheek wasssu6 by the Casino 	i June 
26, 2009, or $717867 to Respondents en4 was signed by LureI Tye and 
eoufltoP4I aed by Gina Williams, member of the Tribe’s Bxective 
Committo 

81.This trans er by the Casino was aoountedfor as an epse of the Casino 
and none f the funds transferred to the Cino on June 100  2009, or June 
30, 20094 ’crc evçr distributed to the Tribe as net gsniing revenue as 
required b IGRA i  4nd the FJandreai Gaming Odinance 

82.As a direr., result cf the ’bonus" paid to Respondents, Rpclents 
rcccivod ’ % of the not ganling revenues geierated by the 0Th for 
calendar 2008, in violation of IGPA, NRIC regulations, and the 
.flandxcau Par-mute1 Ratims Ordinence. See 25 USJC 

2710 (2)(A), (d)(1)(A)(ii); 25 CF.L * 522.6(c); Ftanchcau Pan.. 
mutuciB tingOrdinanoe4. 

83.The ’bon paxents received by Respondents are above the statutory 
Jimitatior for 	gent contractors sat fottb in IGRA - which along 
with thee ntrol ccercisedbyRespcndcntsioverthe OB resulted in the 
Respond its’ violation of IGRA and NIGC egulatious, Sec 25 U.S.C. 
§§ 2710( (2)(A), (d)(1)(A)(ii); 25 C.F.R § 522.6(c), 

84.In additio to the above, tether than aetinje g msger, Mr. Gallo dated 
thathew a the owncrof the OThatthe Us= and that the Tdbe had no 
owncrsh hflcrcst Mr Gzlio also stated tlat it was his understanding that 
he both (r mod and operated the 0Th at the Casino. 

85.In summep 

1 

See (othzt7. 

Ca]endal Net Amount Bettor Percentage PerceaUge 
Year 1ncom on Received Racing of Net of Not 

iich:plit by Amount Revenues Revcuas 
baecd 1ibe Reoc4vcd received received 

(including by Bettor by Tribe 
bonus) Raving  

$ L7I 86,756 2005 
 

1 $2524l *f11,497 65%_ 35% 
006 2_ $2,262,866 $571,368 $1,691,49?_ 75% 25%  

19 
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2007 $3O4549 $754,665 J L2,302 ,885 7% 25% 
22% J882770 $86292 $3,021,479 78% 

86.Responde ts’ contMl over the 0Th, along iwith an wireasonebly Lng1 
peroentzg of net revenuw received by tlwin during thóteni of the 
im"Magem Contract, provided the Respondents with s poprietary 
interest in hc 0Th. 

87.Rsponde4te possessed a proprietary inteT ~s t  in the 0Th in violation of 
the sole prprietary interest mquireMent i5f TOP-As  NIOC reg1atios, and 
the P1andrau ftrl-mutuel Betting Ordinanbe. See 25 U.S.C. 
§§ 271 D(h)(2)(A), (d)(l)(A)(ii); 25 C.F.R. 5224(c); XJaridreau Pr-
inutuci B4ting Odinanee § 4. 

VIOLATION 

88 IGRA ma dste&  that the Tribe use its net gaming r emus for one of five 
purposes. ee 25 U.S.C. § 2710(b)(2) and (3); 25 C.F.R, § 5214(b)(2) 
and 5226 b). The Flandreau Owning Ordinance requires that all net 
gaining r4renue, as dethied by 1GM, be dsbuted to the Tribe, and 
mandates that the Tribe use the net gaming revenue for the purposes 
spied F1andreau Osming Ordinance 	F!, 7-1-3(15). 

8. Meordin4 to the approved management c6niet, the Thbe is entitled to 
receive 647Q% Of all net gaming revenue generated by the 0Th managed 
by Respo$dents. Al1 of the monies receivedfrom 	ponents pursuant to 
the approfed nagament contra1 are net ganiing revenuc as defined by 
1GM am the Plsxidru Gaming Ordinance. See 25 U.S.C. § 2703(9); 
FlWireaj Gaming Ordinance § 17-1 ,3(15). 

[0 paid Xwpondents ’bonuses" aj3d categorized them as an 
expense f the Casino. In so doing, the Calculation of not gaming 
lue to the Thbe was incorrect and the amount paid to 
rb as "bnusea"was in, fact et pining revenue due to the 

,thc Tribe, iii paying R ondens bonuses’ in 2006,2001, 
2009, v’1atŁd IGRA, NIOC reu.lations, and the Flandreau’ 
rdinence by not using rot,&aWtig revenue as spccied in 1GM 
andrean azning Ordinanee. See25 U.S.C. § 2710(b)(3); 
GangOrdnance § 11-1-3(15), 
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Fwrx VIOLATION 
iii bflic - Trih vintnt 

1atious require the Tribe to submit any management letters, 
ith the C4sinos fLnanthal statements and audit, prepared by the 
dct eu.ditor within 120 days ofthe end of the Casino fiscal 

C.F.. * 571.13(4 

or with the Caino amw3 andit for its fiscal ycr ettd 
27, 2005, the Tribe’s independent auditor s. Donald 3. Rantl of 

illianer & Rainl, issued & nianaemetit letter dated October 21, 
’October 21, 2005 management letter was riot submitted to the 
bin 120 days of the Cosio’s ASc41 year end Muirod 
alatonfi. 

with the buino Is animal audit 4 fiscal year end September 26, 
Rl also issued a second management letter dated December 
he December 4, 2006 rnanagcnieiit letter was not submitted to 
within 10 days of the Casino’s ftcal year.end. as nquimd by 

or 21, 2005 and Deceniber 4, 2(O6 management lettàrs have 
submitted to the NiOC. 

the T4e violated NIOC reula–ion, 25 C.P.L § 571.13(a), by 
ting themanagenient letters dated October21; 2005, and 
4, 2006i within 120 days ofthe Casino’s 2005 and 2006 fiscal 

W operating the OTB at the Casino, Regardless, Reapondents can 
’ribe for hll of the a itional amounts of oompcnstion received 
theØa payments provided the Rpbndenta with more 
ue them under the approved maxagcment cont*act. This artiouut 
betweeni what the Tribe should have received under the 
,ntract and what the Tribe actual’y received pursuant to the 
a. T sreimnbimrsemnent must oecir within 30 days of this notice. 

The NIOC Audit 
	a calculated the additional awouhts owed Lo the Tribe to be 

$4,544,755. Roe; 
	aireadypaid an uncontested. $l,81 ,578 to the Tribe. Therare, 
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Respondents niut pay 	ibotIe bsiuice of $3,463,177 within 30 days of this notice. 
This amount reflects v 
	owed to the Tdbe for 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008. 

The NIGC is still invostigng t.hj payments made to the Tribe in 2009 and 2010, as wall 
as th incenthes or rebate paid to bettors Mr. Ga 	ac llos ivities as an inclivthiii bettor; 
end eônauitiig fees paid t4 egts lover the eiittm terra of the approved rnanageent 
contract The NIGC Chai4woxnan ,ay issue an. addition 1Qtcs of violation rgarding 
ntettcxa –Jat are stiU unde4 investigation. 

Fwthr, the Tribe cannot 
operate the OTB without 
unapproved modification ,  

The Tribe’s failure to so 
end cannot be cured beca 
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vio1aLios to the Cbairw naii wIthin 15 days after semoe of this notice otviolation(or 
such longer pi4od as tb4 ChairwTriaTt My grant for go cau The Chairwoman shall
consider any haforinatioi ubmttI deerminin the facts surrrnindirig the violation 
arLd the amount of the pr 1poscd clviii fis, if OnY. 

Dated this 4fof May, 101 1 

’fraoio L. stevena Chair ioms 
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NOTICE OF PROPOSED CIVIL FINE ASSESSMENT 

Ref: 	CFA-I1-01 

To: 	J. Randy Gab (Via Certified U.S. Mail) 
17107 Jupiter Farms Rd. 
Jupiter, FL 33478 

Bettor Racing, Inc. (Via Facsimile & Certified U.S. Mail) 
3709 S. Grange Avenue 
Sioux Falls, SD 57105 
Fax: (605) 275-9421 

Under the authority of Section 2713(a) of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA or 
the Act), and National Indian Gaming Commission (IGC) regulations, 25 C.F.R:part 
575. the NIGC Chairwoman (Chairwoman) hereby provides notice of her intent to assess 
a civil fine against Mr. J. Randy Gallo and Bettor Racing, Inc. (collectively 
"Respondents"), for violations of IGRA, 25 U.S.C. §§ 2710(b)(2)(A), 2710(d)(9), and 
2711, and NIGC regulations, 25 C.F.R. §§ 522.4(b)(1), 522.6(c), 573,6(a)(7), as set forth 
in detail in the attached Notice of Violation, NOV 11-01, issued on May 19, 2011. NOV-
11-01, May 19, 2011, Agency CFA Rec.. No. 75 (NOV 11-01). 

2. 	The violations cited in the notice of violation are: (1) Respondents managed an off-track 
betting operation (OTB) at the Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe’s (Tribe’s) Royal River 
Casino without an approved management contract from September 24, 2004, through 
March 16, 2005; (2) Respondents managed the 0TH under two unapproved modifications 
to a management contract from February 15, 2007, through April 5,2010; and, (3) 
Respondents had a proprietary interest in the 0T13 from August 31, 2006,. 	through April 
5, 2010. 

Pursuant to IGRA, 25 U.S.C. § 2713(a), and NIGC regulations, 25 C.F.R. § 5754, the 
NIGC Chairwoman may assess a civil fine, not to exceed $25,000 per violation per day, 
against a tribe, management contractor, or individual operating Indian gaming for each 
violation cited in a notice of violation issued under 25 C.F.R. § 573.3. Respondents are 
management contractors who managed and operated the 0TH since September 24, 2004 
through April 5, 2010, If noncompliance continues for more than one day, the 
Chairwoman may treat each daily illegal act or omission as a separate violation, 25 
C.F.R. §§ 575.3 and 575.4 (a)(2). 

4. 	NIOC regulations, 25 C.F.R. § 575.5(a), provide that, within 15 days after service of a 
notice of violation, or such longer period as the Chairwoman may grant for good cause, 
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the respondent may submit written information about the violation. Further, the 
regulations provide that the Chairwoman shall consider any information so submitted in 
detemiining the ihets surrounding the violation and the amount of the civil fine. 
Respondents submitted written information on June 3, 2011, pursuant to 25 C,P.R. § 
575.5. Sec Respondents’ submission, June 3, 2011, Agency CPA Rec. No. 76. 
Respondents’ June 3 submission was considered in formulating the proposed civil fine. 

5. 	In arriving at the proposed civil fine, the Chairwoman considered the factorsset forth in 
NIGC regulations, 25 C.F.R. § 575.4, as follows: 

i. 	Economic benefit of noncompliance. 

Sections 575.4(a)(1) and 2) of NIOC regulations provide that "ftjhe Chair[] shall 
consider the extent to which the respondent obtained an economic benefit from 
the noncompliance that gave rise to a notice of violation, as well as the likelihood 
of escaping detection. The Chair[] may consider the documented benefits derived 
from the noncompliance or may rely on reasonable assumptions regarding such 
benefits. If noncompliance continues for more than one day, the Chair[] may treat 
each daily illegal act or omission as a separate violation." 

In Respondents’ lime Td  submission they argue that it was actually the Tribe that 
derived the economic benefit from the noncompliance, because if the Tribe had 
not agreed to modify the approved management contract, Respondents would 
have moved the OTB off the Flandreau Santee Sioux Reservation, Sea 
Respondents’ submission, June 3, 2011, p. 3, Agency CFA Rec. No. 76. Had 
Respondents operated the OTB in South Dakota rather than on the Flandreau 
Santee Sioux Reservation from 2005 onward, the Respondents argue that they 
would have derived the same or an even greater economic benefit, and the Tribe 
would have only received $300,008 per year for the term of the approved 
management contract, Id. 

While this may be true, it is not in fact what occurred. Instead, the Tribe and 
Respondents together decided to modify the approved management contract to the 
Respondents’ economic benefit. As set forth in the nov, such action without the 
approval of the NIGC Chair is a violation ofIGRA. 

The economic benefit to the Respondents is reflected in the annual statements that 
they provided the Tribe, which they entitled "settlement calculations" or 
"calculation of split." Respondents provided an annual calculation of the Tribe’s 
share of the net revenues to the Tribe for fiscal years 2005, 2006, 2007, and 2008. 
Using Respondents’ own calculation of the net income of the OTB, Respondents 
received an additional $4,544,755 over and above what was due them under the 
approved management contract for fiscal years 2005, 2006, 2007, and 2008. See 
Declaration of Daniel Càtchpole at 1’2 It  8, January 12, 2011, Agency CPA Rec, 
No. 61. Therefore, Respondents derived an economic benefit of at least 

KA 
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$4,544,755 as a result of their noncompliance for fiscal years 2005,2006, 2007, 
and 2008. 

This is not the total economic benefit gained by the Respondents from their 
noncompliance. Respondents maintained all of the accounting records pertaining 
to the OTB, and the NIGC Chairwoman has not obtained records to allow 
calculation of Respondents’ economic benefit beyond that allowed in the 
management contract for fiscal years 2009 through April 5, 2010. Thus, 
Respondents economic benefit from their noncompliance with the Act is in all 
likelihood greater than $4,544,755. 

ii. 	Seriousness of the violation. 

Section 575.4(b) ofNIGC regulations provides that "[t]he Chair[] may adjust the 
amount of the civil fine to reflect the seriousness of the violation, En doing so, the 
Chair{] shall consider the extent to which the violation threatens the integrity of 
Indian gaming." 

Managing without an approved contract is a substantial violation of IGRA and 
NIGC regulations. 25 C.F.R. § 573.6(a)(7). Substantial violations expose tribal 
gaming operations to potential closure orders, which is the severest penalty 
allowed under IGRA and NIOC regulations. IGRA. requires that tribes obtain the 
approval of the NIGC Chair to enter into a management contract for the operation 
and management of a gaming operation. 25 U.S.C. §§ 271 O(d)(9), 2711. NIGC 
regulations reiterate this requirement, mandating that "[s]ubject to the Chair[i’s 
approval, an Indian tribe may enter into a management contract for the operation 
of a class TI or class 111 gaming activity." 25 C.F.R. § 533.1. 

In Respondents’ June 3‘1  submission they argue that the Chair’s conclusion that 
Respondents profited more from the OTB than did the Tribe was erroneously 
reached because she did not properly understand the facts. See Respondents’ 
submission, June 3, 201,1, p. 2, Agency CFA Roe, No. 76. Specifically, 
Respondents argue the Chair did not understand that the actions of both the Tribe 
and Respondents were "nudertaken with the explicit knowledge, permission, and 
approval of the Tribe and Bettor Racing." Id. Respondents also argue that at least 
the concept of what the parties were trying to accomplish a more advantageous 
split of the profits for the Respondents by paying a bonus through a check-swap 
was discussed with former NTGC’Chaimian Phil Hogen, who at least tacitly, 
approved of the parties’ arrangement Id. at p. 3. Respondents argue that the 
actions of the Tribe, its legal counsel, and the former NIGC Chairman. cannot be 
minimized and should counteract or negate the seriousness of Respondents’ 
actions. Id. 

Both the Tribe and Respondents actions violate IGRA. That is why the notice of 
violation was brought against both the Tribe and the Respondents. Further, the 
Tribe’s actions and conduct demonstrating their approval and participation in the 
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violations does not lessen the severity of the violation. From September 24, 2004 
through March 1,  2005, Respondents managed the 0113 without an approved 
contract. Moreover, from February 15, 2007 through April 5, 2010, Respondents 
operated and managed the OTB under two unapproved modifications to an 
approved management contract. Such actions threaten the integrity of Indian 
gaming by circumventing the management contract review and amendment 
review processes set forth in 1(iRA, 25 U.S.C. §§ 2710(d)(9) and 2711, and NIOC 
regulations, 25 C.F.R. parts 533 and 535, to ensure the suitability of individuals 
and entities involved in Indian gaming and compliance with the Act. 

Significantly, in circumventing the management contract amendment review 
process. Respondents exceeded the statutory cap set forth in IGRA for payment of 
management contractors. See 25 U.S.C. §§ 2711(c); 2710(d)(9applying Section 
2711. (c) to Class III management contracts). In so doing, Respondents received 
more than 70% of the net gaming revenue from the OTB over the five year period 
of the approved management contract. 

Respondents’ violation of the sole proprietary interest mandate of IGRA is a 
serious violation. IGRA requires, as one of the necessary conditions for a tribe to 
open and operate a casino, a gaming ordinance approved by the NIC Chair. 25 
U.S.C. §§ 271 0(h)f1)(13);  27I0(d(1)(A). For approval of a gaming ordinance, 
IGRA requires, among other things, that the tribal gaming ordinance provide that 
the Tribe have "the sole proprietary interest in and responsibility for the conduct 
of any gaming activity." L/. § § 2710(b)(2)(A), 2710(d)(1)A); 25 C.F.R. 
522.4(b)(1), 5216(c). The formal declaration of the policy behind the Act 
underscores this point by stating that one of the purposes of IGRA is ’to ensure 
that the Indian tribe is the primary beneficiary of the gaming operation." 25 
U.S.C. § 2702(2). 

Respondents’ control of the OTB and the excessive Profit  they gained from the 
0113 acting under two unapproved modifications to the management contract 
constitutes the sole proprietary interest violation. As noted above, Respondents 
received more than 70% of the net gaming revenue from the OT.R over the five 
year period of the approved management contract. Such violation threatens the 
NIGC’s ability to achieve its congressionally mandated goals of shielding the 
Tribe from corrupting influences; ensuring that the Tribe is the primary 
beneficiary of the gaming operation; and ensuring that gaming is conducted fairly 
and honestly by both. the operator and players. See 25 U.S.C. § 2702(2). 

These substantial and serious violations deprived the Tribe of over four million 
dollars of gaming revenue, which the Tribe could have used to fund tribal 
operations and programs, promote economic development, donate to charitable 
organizations, or help fund local government agency operations. 

4 
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iii. History ni violations. 

NIOC regulations, 25 C.F.R. § 575.4(c), provide that "[tjhe Chair[] may a4just a 
civil fine by an amount that reflects the respondent’s history of violations over the 
preceding five (5) years" The Respondents do not have a history of prior 
violations. 

iv. Negiiçnee or wiJlflj)cas. 

NIOC regulations, 25 CJR. § 575.4(d), provide that "{t)hc Chain] may adjust 
the amount of a civil fine based on the degree of fault of the respondent in causing 
or failing to coect the violation, either through act or omission." 

Respondents began submitting drafts of its management contract with the Tribe to 
the N1OC for review in March of 2004. After many revisions, Respondents and 
the Tribe finally submitted a management contract dated February 8, 2005, that 
was approved by the NIGC Chair on March 17, 2005. Such action demonstrates 
that they understood the mandate of the Aet, that the contract required NIOC 
approval before management of the Tribe’s gaming operation would be lawful. 
The fact that Respondents knowingly disregarded the Act’s mandate by choosing 
to operate the Tribe’s gaming operation from September 24, 2004 through March 
16, 2005 without an approved management contract and profit thereby 
demonstrates a willful violation of federal law. 

Moreover, documentation in the notice of violation’s record and Respondents’ 
submission indicates that Respondents intended to circumvent the management 
contract amendment approval process because they knew the Chairwoman would 
not, and could not under IG.RA, approve the contract modifications, because the 
modifications gave Respondents a greater amount of the net gaining revenue than 
permitted under JURA. 

In Respondents’ June 3 submission, they argue that there was no intent to deceive 
or avoid the administrative oversight of the NIGC because all of its intentions and 
business dealings with the Tribe were "wholly transparent" and done with, the 
approval of the Tribe. See Respondents’ submission, June 3, 2011, p. 2, Agency 
CFA Rec. No. 76, in support of its argument, Respondents attached as an exhibit 
a fax transmittal sheet dated November 28, 2005, sent from Terry Pechota to 
Rollie Samp - attorneys representing the Tribe’s Gaming Commission and Tribe 
respectively. Al. The exhibit states: 

There are a couple of things that can be done as I see it. First, Mark 
Lyons [Respondents’ accountant} pointed out that you can pay 
Randy a consulting fee. ...Second, the Tribe can do anything it 
wants with the net profit, If the Tribe feels that it should pay sonic 
of its net profits to Randy as a voluntary act in order to keep Randy 
and his operation at the casino (because the Tribe reeps [sic} other 
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rewards), I see no reason that the Tribe could not do this. It’s the 
Tribe’s money. This could not be done in the agreement, however. 
NIGC would not approve something where the Tribe was required 
to do this as a matter of contract 

Id. at 1. 1, Agency CFA Rec, No 76. 

Further, Mr. Gallo believed the payments were not discretionary. In his 
deposition, when asked if he was told the bonus payment or check swapping was 
discretionary, Mr. Gallo stated: 

A. It wasn’t discretionary as far as the amendments go. 
Rollie had always said that it was the Tribe’s discretion. 
And .1 said to him, I said, well, if the payment I mean, if 
they’re not going to swap checks I’ll be leaving. Terry is 
the one that said that we want the business here, there will 
he a check swap. 

See Gallo Deposition., Vol. 1, 156:25-157: 11., May 11, 2010, Agency CFA Rec, 
No. 58. 

Instead, the parties negotiated, drafted, and signed a modification to the approved 
management contract and submitted it for the Chair’s approval in February of 
2007. The contract modification subnhtted in February 2007 was never approved 
by the Chair yet the parties acted under the modification and Respondents 
retained a greater amount of net revenue than is allowed in the approved 
management contract. 

Respondents knew that modifications to management contracts must be submitted 
and approved by the Chair in order to be valid because its original contract was 
submitted to the Chair in 2004, and subsequently approved by the Chair on March 
17, 2005. Respondents also submitted to the NIGC the February 2007 
modification to the management contract which was never approved. Thus, the 
fact that the February 2007 modification was submitted indicates Respondents 
knew the modification had to be approved prior to the parties acting under it. 
Even though the modification was never approved, Respondents chose to operate 
the 0Th as if it had been approved, thus demonstrating their willful violation of 
federal law. 

Respondents again disregarded IGRA’s mandate that modifications to a 
management contract be submitted to, and approved by, the Chair when they 
entered into a second modification in August of 2008.The Tribe’s attorney, Rollie 
Samp, confirmed by letter dated October 31, 2008, that the Tribe’s Executive 
Committee passed a resolution approving the second modification effective as of 
August 1, 2008. See Letter from R. Samp to Whom It May Concern, October 31, 
2008, Agency CPA Rec. No. 53(d). The second modification was never submitted 
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to the NIUC for review and approval. Nonetheless, similar to the February 2007 
modification, Respondents and the Tribe acted pursuant to the August 2008 
modification through April 5, 2010. 

Based on the above, it is clear that Respondents knowingly disregarded the 
mandates of 1GRA and NIGC regulations, and acted willfully when they operated 
and managed the OTB without an approved management contract and pursuant to 
two contract modifications that were never approved. 

V. 	Good faith, 

The Chairwoman may adjust a fine based on the degree of good faith of the 
Respondents in attempting to achieve rapid voluntary compliance after a notice of 
violation is issued. 

In Respondents’ June 3 submission, they argue that they acted in good faith 
throughout the term of the approved management contract. Id. However, NIOC 
regulation 575.4(f) requires the consideration the good faith demonstrated by a 
party to achieve rapid compliance qfle a notice of violation is issued. See 25 
C.F.R. § 575.4(1). 

Respondents have not taken any action to correct the violation of acting under two 
unapproved contract modifications since the notice of violation was issued. The 
notice of violation required that within 30 days of its issuance, the Respondents 
reimburse the Tribe for all the additional amounts of compensation received from 
the Casino beyond those allowed under the approved management contract. 
Specifically, as a measure to correct, Respondents were directed to pay the Tribe 
$3,463,177 the amount owed the Tribe for fiscal years 2005 through 2008. 

6. WHEREFORE, Pursuant to IGRA, 25 U.S.C. § 2713(a, and NIGC regulations, 25 
CFA. §S  575.3 and 575.4, fines for continuing violations may be assessed in an amount 
up to $25,000 (twenty five thousand) per day per violation. Here, each daily illegal act 
may be deemed a separate  violation. See 25 C.F.R. §§ 5753 and 575.4(a(2). 

M~qqgj:qg 	AnpprcyedContract, 

The Chairwoman has detennined that one violation occurred each day that the 
Respondents managed the OTB without an approved contract. 

The Chairwoman may assesses a fine in the  amount of Four Million Three Hundred and 
Fifty Thousand ($4,350,000) or $25,000 per day for the 174 day period between 
September 24, 2004, and March 16, 2005, on the Respondents for managing the OTB 
without an approved management contract. However, after applying the factors cited 
above, and noting that during the time Respondents operated the OTB without an 
approved management contract Respondents paid the Tribe what it would have received 
under the contract had it been approved, the Chairwoman has determined that a fine in 
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the amount of$ 1,000,000 is appropriate. This fine represents an appropriate balancing of 
the factors cited above including that managing without a contract constitutes a 
substantial violation of IGRA_ 

Modifications to A M jjçment Contract: 

The Chairwoman has determined that one violation occurred each day that the 
Respondents acted under the unapproved modifications to a management contract. 
Respondents acted under the first unapproved modification from February 15, 2007, 
through .July 31, 2008. Respondents acted under the second unapproved modification 
from August 1, 2008, through April 5, 2010. 

The Chairwoman may assesses a fine in the amount of Twenty-Eight Million Five 
Hundred and Seventy-Five Thousand ($28,575,000) or $25,000 per day for the 1143 day 
period between February 17, 2007, and April 5, 2010 that the Respondents acted under 
the two unapproved modifications to a management contract. However, after applying 
the factors cited above, and noting that Respondents actions were done with the approval 
of the Tribe, the Chairwoman has determined that a fine in the amount of $2,000,000 is 
appropriate. This fine represents an appropriate balancing of the factors cited above; 
including that managing under an unapproved modification to a management contract 
constitutes a substantial violation of ](IRA. 

pJe Proprietary Inter 

The Chairwoman has determined that one violation occurred each day that the 
Respondents had a proprietary interest in and responsibility for the 01H. Respondents 
had a proprietary interest in and responsibility for the OTB from August 31, 2006, 
through April 5, 2010. 

The chairwoman may assesses a fine in the amount of Twenty-Eight Million Five 
Hundred and Seventy-Five Thousand ($32,850,000) or $25,000 per day for the 1314 day 
period between August 31, 2006, and April 5, 2010 that the Respondents had an unlawful 
proprietary interest in and responsibility for the 0Th. However, after applying the 
factors cited above, and noting that Respondents actions were done with the approval of 
the Tribe, the Chairwoman has determined that a fine in the amount of $2,000,000 is 
appropriate. This fine represents an appropriate balancing of the factors cited above; 
including that Respondents’ unlawful proprietary interest in and responsibility for the 
0TH constitutes a violation of IGRA. 

The total of all fine amounts ($5,000,000) in great part reflects the known economic 
benefit that Respondents rcalized(54,544,755) from their actions, as well as, an 
appropriate balancing of the other factors including that two of the violations are 
substantial violations of IGRA. 
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7. 	Interest shall be assessed at rates established from time to time by the Secretary of the 
Treasury on amounts remaining unpaid after their due date. 31 U.S.C. § 3717. 

8, The above-described amount represents an appropriate balancing of the other factors 
cited above. 

9, The total fine amount of $5,000,000 is not inclusive of the $3,463,177 that Respondents 
were ordered to pay to the Tribe in the Notice of Violation. 

10. 	Pursuant to 25 C.F.R. § 577.3, within 30 (thirty) days after service of this Notice of 
Proposed Civil Fine Assessment, Respondent may appeal the proposed fine to the full 
commission by submitting a notice of appeal to the National Indian Gaming 
Commission, 1441 L Street, NW, Suite 9100, Washington, DC 20005. Respondents have 
a right to assistance of counsel in such an appeal. A notice of appeal must identify this 
Notice of Proposed Civil Fine Assessment. Within ten (10) days after filing a notice of 
appeal, Respondents must file with the Commission a supplemental statement that sets 
forth with particularity the relief desired and the grounds therefore and that includes, 
when available, supporting evidence in the form of affidavits. If Respondents wish to 
present oral testimony or witnesses at the hearing, Respondents must include a request to 
do so with the supplemental statement The request to present oral testimony or 
witnesses must specify the names of proposed witnesses and the general nature of their 
expected testimony, and whether a closed hearing is requested and why. Respondents 
may waive their right to an oral hearing and instead elect to have the matter determined 
by the Commission solely on the basis of written submissions. 

Dated this /ay of Febniary 2012. 

AL’ 
Tracie L. Stevens 
Chairwoman 

cc: 	Meredith Moore, Esq. 
Attorney for Bettor Racing 

(via fax: 605) 3354961) 
(via e-mail: Meredith(ci-icntlerlawfirm.com ) 
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National Indian Gaming Commission 

IN THE MATTER OF 

J. RANDY GALLO, 
BETTOR RACING, INC. 

September 12, 2012 

NIGC NOV and CFA 11-01 
OHA Docket No, D1R-201 1-0066 

Bettor Racing, Inc. (BRI), and its president J. Randy Gallo (Gallo), (together 
Respondents) appeal the National. Indian Gaming Commission Chairwoman’s notice of 
violation 11-10 (NOV) and civil fine assessment 11-01 (CFA). The NOV alleged 
Respondents: (1) managed a tribal gaming operation without an approved management 
contract from September 24, 2004, through March 16, 2005, in violation of the Indian 
Gaining Regulatory Act (IGRA) and National Indian Gaming Commission (NJGC or the 
Commission) regulations, 25 U.S.C. §§ 2710(d)(9), 2711, 25 C.P.R. § 533.1; (2) 
managed an off-track betting operation at a tribal casino under two unapproved 
modifications to a management contract from February 15, 2007, through April 5, 2010, 
in violation of IGRA and NIGC regulations, 25 U.S.C. §§ 27 10(d)(9), 2711, 25 C.F.R. § 
535.1(a); and (3) violated the sole proprietary interest provisions of JGRA, 25 U.S.C. § 
2710(h(2), 25 C.F.R. §’ 522.4(b)(1), 522.6(a). The Chairwoman assessed a fine in the 
amount of $5,000,000. 

Appearances 
Meredith A. Moore, Esq., for Respondents 
Melissa Schlichting, Esq., and Heather Nakai, Esq., for the Chairwoman 
John M. Peebles, Esq., and Patrick R. Bergin, Esq., for Intervenor, the Flandreau 
Santee Sioux Tribe 

Presiding Official 

T. Britt Price 

1IJ [1)vIJx.1ao 

After careful and complete review of the agency record, the pleadings filed by the 
Respondents, the Chairwoman and the Tribe, and the Presiding Official’s recommended 
decision, the Commission finds and orders that: 

There are no genuine issues of material fact regarding the first violation for 
managing an Indian gaming operation without an approved management contract 
and it therefore grants summary judgment to the Chairwoman on this violation 
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2. There are no genuine issues of material fact regarding the second violation for 
operating under two unapproved modifications to an approved management 
contract and it therefore grants summary judgment to the Chairwoman on this 
violation. 

3. There are no genuine issues of material fact regarding the third violation for 
possessing a proprietary interest in Royal River Racing and it therefore grants 
summary judgment to the Chairwoman on this violation, 

4. There are no genuine issues of material fact regarding the civil fine assessment 
and it therefore grants summary judgment to the Chairwoman on the civil. fine 
assessment. Therefore, Respondents are ordered to pay the civil fine assessment 
of $5,000,000 as set forth in the Proposed Civil Fine Assessment. 

ff.t$UJJ 

IGRA and NIGC regulations provide a tribe may enter into a management 
contract for the operation of gaming if such contract has been approved by the Chair of 
the NIGC. 25 U.S.C. §§ 2710(d)(9), 2711(a)(1); 25 C.F.R. § 533.1. Management 
contracts not approved by the Chair are void. 25 C.F.R. §,533.7; Wells Fargo Bank v. 
Lake of the Torches Economic Development corp., 658 F.3d 684, 686 (7th Cir. 2011); 
Catskill Development LLC v. Park Place Entertainment corp., 547 F.3d 11.5, 120 2d 
Cir. 2008); First Am. Kickapoo Operations LLC v. Multimedia Games, 412 F.3d 1166, 
1168 (10th Cir. 2005). Subject to the Chair’s approval, a tribe may amend a. management 
contract. 25 C.F.R. § 535.1(a). To be valid, amendments shall be submitted to the Chair 
within 30 days of execution. 25 C.F.R. § 535.1(b). 

To be approved, management contracts must meet certain, criteria. For example, 
IGRA generally limits management contract terms to five years and caps management 
fees at 30 percent of net revenues, unless certain conditions are present. 25 U.S.C. § 
2711(b)(5),(c). IGRA defines net revenues as "gross revenues of an. Indian gaming 
activity less amounts paid out as, or paid for, prizes and total operating expenses, 
excluding management fees." 25 U.S.C. § 2703(9); 25 C.F.R. § 502.16. Management 
contracts must also provide "a minimum guaranteed payment to the Indian tribe that has 
preference over the retirement of development and construction costs." 25 U.S.C. § 
2711(b)(3). 

IGRA was enacted to "provide a statutory basis for the operation of gaming by 
Indian tribes as a means of promoting tribal eonomic development, self sufficiency, and 
strong tribal governments." 25 U.S.C. § 2702(1); see also § 2701(4). In enacting IGRA, 
Congress sought to ensure that Indian tribes are the primary beneficiaries of Indian 
gaming activities. 25 U.S.C. § 2702(2). Therefore, IGRA and NIGC regulations require 
that a tribe have the sole proprietary interest in its gaming operation. 25 U.S.C. §’ 
2710(b)(2)(A), 2711(d)(2)(A), 25 CFR 522.4(b)(1.), 522.6(a),  

IN 
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The Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe (Tribe) is a federally-recognized Indian tribe 
with headquarters in Fiandreau, South Dakota. See "Indian Entities Recognized and 
Eligible to Receive Services from the United States Bureau of Indian Affairs," 75 Fed, 
Reg. 60810, 60811 (Oct. 1, 2010), The Tribe owns and operates the Royal River Casino 
(Casino) on its tribal lands in Flandrean, South Dakota. AR 64, AR 68, AR 72. The Casino 
offers Class H and Class III gaining pursuant to the Tribe’s approved gaming ordinance. 
AR 64; AR 68; AR 72, 

J. Randy Gallo is president of BRI, a pari-mutuel betting business incorporated in 
South Dakota. AR 58 at 11:22-12:09. In mid-2003, Gallo approached the Tribe about 
relocating BR1 from Sioux Falls, South Dakota to the Royal River Casino. Id. at 15:25 - 
17:06. Respondents desired the move, in part, to avoid a 4.5% tax that South Dakota 
imposed on the gross revenue, or handle, of the business. Id. at 16:16-23. 

On August 27, 2003, the Tribe submitted a draft agreement between it and 
Respondents (the Parties) for review by the NIOC. AR  58(C) Gallo understood the 
Parties’ agreement constituted a management agreement. AR 58 at 26:24 - 27:3. Be also 
knew that NJ.GC approval was required for a management agreement to be valid, AR $8 
at 28:16-24. On September 12, 2003, NIGC Acting General Counsel Penny Coleman 
issued an opinion that the agreement was a management contract that was subject to the 
Chair’s review and approval, and advised that without the Chair’s approval, the agreement 
was void. AR 1. On March 26, 2004, the NIOC received a management contract between 
Respondents and the Tribe for review and approval by the Chair. AR. 58 at 41:22 - 42:13; 
AR 58(H). Also on March 26, 2004, the NIGC received from the Tribe a copy of the 
Ordinance on Pari-Mutuel Betting for review and approval. AR 2. On June 21, 2004, 
Chairman Hogen notified the Tribe that he had approved the Ordinance on Pari-Mutuel 
Betting. AR 58(, 

On September 20, 2004, the Parties entered into an agreement pending NIGC 
approval of the management contract. AR 58 at 47:14 - 49:11; AR 58’K,). Gallo named 
the operation Royal River Racing. AR 58 at 99:1. On September 24, 2004, Respondents 
began operating Royal River Racing at the Casino. AR 58 at 35:11-16 During this time 
period, Respondents paid the Tribe its share of the revenue earned pursuant to the terms 
of the unapproved management contract. AR 50(Q); AR 58 at 47:14 - 49:4. Furthermore, 
Respondents admit they operated without an approved management contract from 
September 24, 2004, through March 17, 2005. AR 58 at 35:11-16 

Respondents admit that they owned Royal River Racing separate and distinct 
from the Casino. AR 58 at 98:13 - 99:19; AR 59 at 331:10-14, 337:10-15. The simulcast 
license for Royal. River Racing was held only by BRI,. AR 58 at 11:9-19; 99:9-1.2. 
Respondents had sole access to Royal River Racing’s betting information provided by 
United Tote, a pari-mutuci betting service provider. AR 58 at 67:22 - 69:14. Royal River 
Racing was audited independently from the Casino . by an audit firm hired by, 
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Respondents. AR 56(7;); AR 58 at 115:9-171. Respondents employed their own 
accountants. AR 58 at 31:25 32:02. 

Respondents considered their employees to be separate and distinct from those 
employed at the Casino. AR 59 at 300:06 - 301:14. They completed performance reviews 
solely for Royal River Racing employees and provided them with discretionary bonuses, 
AR 58 131:21 132:24. Additionally, they reimbursed the Casino for providing Royal 
River Racing employees with the same food and drink discounts that Casino employees 
received. AR 58 at 50:09-19. 

On March 17, 2005, NIOC Chairman Hogen approved the management contract 
between the Parties. AR 58 at 74:01-22; AR 58(1): AR 74. The approved management 
contract provided that Respondents’ fee was to be a percentage of the net revenue of 
Royal River Racing, based on a sliding scale, and payable in monthly installments. AR 74 
at 44-45. When the gross revenue was less than $30,000,000, Respondents received 40% 
and the Tribe received 60%. Id. When the gross revenue was between $30,000,000 and 
S60 000 000, Respondents received 35% and the Tribe received 65% Al. When the gross 
revenue was more than $60,000,000, Respondents received 30% and the Tube received 
70%.,4-R 58 at 76:21 - 77:7, 78:14-19, 80:18 - 81 08, AR 58(0) at 29-31 AR 74 at 44-45 

This provision of the management contract states that "the Tribes share of the 
profits shall never be less than 4% of gross public handle generated by non-telephone or 
walk-in betting at the Casino, plus the greater of $5,769.23 per week or 1% ofailgioss 
handle generated by telephone betting at the casino "AR 74 at 45 (emphasis added) 
Thus, the Tribe was guaranteed $5,769.23 per week, the equivalent of 1% of $30,000,000 
($300,000) per year no matter how Royal River Racing performed. Id,’ AR 58 at 19:1-8. 
Additionally, since the provision states that Respondents were to pay the greater of 1% 
of all gross handle or this guaranteed minimum, when the gross handle of Royal River 
Racing exceeded $30,000,000 per year Respondents were required to continue paying a 
rate of 1% on all additional, revenue over and above that $30,000,000. Al? 74 at 45. 

In fall 2005, Respondents first approached the Tribe seeking an amendment to the 
approved management contract (First Modification). AR 58 at 84:18 - 85:12. By 2006, 
the Parties agreed to reduce the Tribe’s guaranteed minimum payment from 1% on all 
gross revenue to l.% only on, the first $30,000,000 and then .5% for those amounts in 
excess of $30,000,000. AR 29; AR 57vv,’ AR 58 at 109:06 - 110:1, Therefore, this 
amendment preserved the $5,769.23 per week ($300,000 per year) minimum guarantee, 
but reduced the percentage the Tribe received on amounts made after the $30,000,000 
threshold was met from 1% on all additional gross revenue to .5%. Id. This First 
Modification, however, was not submitted to the NIGC for review and approval until 
January 25, 2007, AR The Parties later executed a First Modification on February 
15, 2007, and from at least that day until to July 31, 2008, Respondents managed Royal 
River Racing pursuant to the unapproved First Modification. AR 561IH,l; AR 57(’l7V); 
and AR 58 at 108:17 - 109:05, 121:7 - 122:20, 133:2-18; AR 62; see also, AR 56(J,. 
Then on. April. 13, 2007, through its legal counsel, the Tube requested that the NIOC hold 
in abeyance a final, decision on the First Modification pending the resolution of litigation 

4 
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regarding the Tribal-State Compact with the State of South Dakota. AR 12; AR 54 at 
18:19 - 19:04, AR 58(. 

During fiscal year 2006, Respondents made payments to the Tribe under this 
arrangement. AR 58 at 108:17 - 110:04. The Parties accomplished this using a check-
swap scheme whereby Respondents annually remitted to Tribe a check for the full 
amount due under the approved management contract, and the Tribe wrote Respondents a 
check styled a "bonus," which represented the difference due under the unapproved 
modification and the approved management contract. AR 20; AR 26,’ AR 58 at 87:12 - 88: 
17, 108:20 - 109:05, 119:15 - 120:19; AR58’H1i9; AR 58(W). 

On August 1, 2008, the Parties again modified the approved management contract 
(Second Modification), reducing the Tribe’s minimum guaranteed payment from 5% to 
.25% on all annual gross revenue over the $30,000,000 threshold. AR 29; AR 56(J); see 
also AR 58 at 136:20 - 139:04, 152:16 - 153:07. The Second Modification, likewise, 
preserved the guaranteed minimum of $5,769.23 per week, but again reduced the 
percentage the Tribe received on amounts Royal River Racing made after the first 
$30,000,000. The Second Modification was never submitted to the NIGC and so was 
never approved by the NIGC Chairman. AR 54 at 52:033 53:14. Beginning in August 1, 
2008, and through at least December 30, 2009, the parties acted in accordance with the 
unapproved Second Modification. AR 55(l); AR 58 at 158:11 - 158:20. To carry out the 
Second Modification, the Parties continued to use the check swap scheme explained 
above. AR 29; AR 58 at 87:12 - 88:17, 89:11-15, 92:08 - 92:19. 

The check-swap scheme was a mandatory prerequisite to maintaining Royal River 
Racing at the Casino, and the Tribe had no discretion in the matter. AR 58 at 156:25  - 
158:05; AR 59 at 226.’24 - 227:15, 25125 * 253:09. In May 2007 and again in June 
2008, the Parties swapped checks in the amounts of $752,133.78 and $1,058,853.56, 
respectively. AR 19 at 23, 43; AR 20; AR 26,’ AR 56(HH); AR 56(Q). In June 2009, the 
parties exchanged cheeks for a total of $1,435,734. AR 19 at 69; AR 20; AR 55(L).’ AR 
56(P); AR 56(1?); AR 58 at 153:2 155:18. Gallo documented each. check swap and 
undertook an annual reconciliation, demonstrating the amounts owed to each party based 
on the percentages called for in each unapproved modification. AR 19 at 23, 43, 69; AR 
20; AR 29 at 2; AR 56(P); AR 56’Q); AR 56’R), AR (11H); AR 57(DDDDP), 

Under the tenus of the approved management contract, the Tribe should have 
received a total of $4,544,755 for 2005, 2006, 2007, and 2008 combined. AR 61. The 
following table demonstrates the how the check swap worked to increase Respondent’s 
share of the revenues as compared to the Tribe: 
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Year Net Income Amount Amount 	- Percentage Percentage 
On Which Received Received Of Of 
Split Is By Tribe By Bettor Revenues Revenues 
Based Racing Received Received 

By Bettor By Tribe 
Racing 

2004 $1,786,756 $625,241 $1,161,515 65% 35% 

2005 $2,262,866 $571,368 $1,691,497 75% 25% 

2006 $3,057,549 $754,665 $2,302,885 75% 25% 

2007 $3,882,770 $861,292 $3,021,479 78% 22% 

AR 62. 

rti.iaimnn ;J 	ioi,i ] 

In August 2009, the NJGC conducted a management contract compliance review. 
The Tribe assisted in the investigation by submitting extensive documentation and other 
information to the NIOC. On May 19, 2011, Chairwoman Stevens served Respondents 
and the Tribe with the NOV based on the evidence from the investigation. The NOV 
cited Bettor Racing for: 1) managing a tribal gaming operation without an approved 
management contract; 2) managing under two unapproved modifications to a 
management contract; and 3) holding a proprietary interest in Royal River Racing. The 
NOV ordered Respondents to reimburse the Thbe $4,544,755, the amount paid 
Respondents in excess of what it was owed under the management contract. On June 20, 
2011, the Respondents appealed the NOV. Per NIGC regulations at 25 C.F.R. § 577.4, 
the matter was referred to Presiding Official P0), T. Britt Price on July 8, 2011. 

As to the Tribe, the NOV asserted four counts. First, that it permitted Respondents 
to manage Royal River Racing without an approved management contract. Second, that it 
allowed Respondents to operate under two unapproved modifications to the management 
contract. Third, that the Tribe failed to submit the management letters prepared by the 
Casino’s independent auditors within 120 days of its 2005 and 2006 fiscal year ends. 
Finally, it charged that the Tribe’s payments to Respondents violated IGRA’S use of net 
gaming revenue mandates and the Tribe’s gaming ordinance. 

On July 20, 2011, the NIGC settled NOVil0l with the Tribe. By the terms of 
the Agreement, the Tribe admitted to all of the allegations in the NOV and agreed to take 
several remedial measures, including providing training and submitting required 
documents to ensure that the violations do not reoccur. Should the Tribe breach the terms 
of the Agreement, it must pay a fine of $750,000. 
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The Tribe intervened in the appeal of the NOV. The Chairwoman moved for 
summary judgment, arguing under Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, that 
there was no genuine issue as to any material fact and, therefore, was entitled to judgment 
as a matter of law. The Tribe also moved for summary judgment in favor of the 
Chairwoman. Respondents opposed both the Chairwoman’s and. the Tribe’s motions for 
summary judgment. 

Respondents submitted a supplemental statement for the Chairwoman’s 
consideration in determining whether and to what extent to assess a civil fine. After 
considering the arguments set forth in Respondents’ submission, as well as the factors in 
NIGC regulation 25 C.F.R. § 575.4, the Chairwoman issued a CFA on February 10, 2012 
that assessed a fine against Respondents in the amount of $5,000,000. On. March 9, 2012, 
the Respondents timely filed a notice of appeal. 

The proceedings on the motion for summary judgment on the NOV and motion 
for summary judgment on the CFA were combined on May 16, 2012. The Chairwoman, 
the Tribe and the Respondents then submitted briefs on the CFA. 

The PO handed down her Recommended Decision granting the motions for 
summary judgment on the NOV and CFA on August 13, 2012. The P0 agreed with the 
Chairwoman and the Tribe, finding that there is no genuine issue of material, fact 
regarding both the NOV and the CFA, and as a result, the Chairwoman is entitled to 
judgment as a matter of law. 

Respondents now object to the Recommended Decision. Respondents argue there 
are still issues of material fact and that summary judgment was therefore inappropriate, 
They dispute the Recommended Decision’s analysis of 1) their defense of lack of 
knowledge as to the first violation; 2) their defense of reliance on Tribe’s counsel as to 
the first violation; 3) their defense of reliance on Tribe’s counsel as to the second 
violation; 4) their statements regarding his ownership of Royal. River Racing as evidence 
that the Tribe did not retain the sole proprietary interest in Royal River Racing; 5) 
regarding the remedial measure in the NOV, Respohdents counter that the Tribe was 
compensated in accordance with the parties’ agreements and that no law precludes the 
payment of a bonus; and 6) the amount of the CFA under the 8th amendment. 

The Commission now reviews the Presiding Official’s Recommended Decision 
granting summary judgment in favor of the Chairwoman. As the remedial measure has 
been supplanted by the CFA, the Commission will not consider this issue. 

I. 	IGRA Does Not Have A. Scienter Requirement. 

Black’s Law Dictionary defines scienter as "a degree of knowledge that makes a 
person legally responsible for the consequences of his or her act or omission; the fact of 
acts having been done knowingly" 1.347 (7th  Ed. 1999). Respondents’ overarching 
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argument is that they had no knowledge their actions constituted violations of IGRA, and 
had no intent to deceive the Tribe or violate the law. 

The P0 considered this argument and found that Respondents cited no statutory 
or regulatory provision, no legislative history, no provision in the Tribe’s gaming 
ordinance, and no agency or judicial case law interpreting IGIRA to require intent to 
deceive or violate the law to establish the violations. Instead, the P0 found. the 
Chairwoman is neither expressly nor impli edly required to establish wrongful intent or 
intent to violate the law. In other words, the lack of knowledge cannot be raised as an 
affirmative defense to a per se violation. 

The Commission agrees that IGRA does not have a scienter requirement and 
therefore will not consider the Respondents lack of knowledge as an affirmative defense 
in its assessment of the PO’s recommendation for summary judgment on the three 
violations and the CFA. 

I.I. 	Summary Judgment Was Appropriate As There Are No Issues of Material 
Fact Regarding the NOV or CFA. 

Standard of Review 

Summary judgment is appropriate where "the pleadings, depositions, answers to 
interrogatories and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that 
there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a 
judgment as a matter of law." Fed. R. civ.?. All evidence must be viewed in the 
light most favorable to the nonmoving party and all reasonable inferences from that 
evidence drawn in the non-moving party’s favor. Wilburn v. Robinson, 480 F.3d 1140, 
1148. (D.C. Cir, 2007). 

The party seeking summary judgment always bears the initial responsibility of 
establishing the absence of a genuine issue of material fact. C’elotex coy, v. catreti, 477 
U.S. 317, 323 (1986). To discharge this burden, the moving party must point out that 
there is an absence of evidence to support the non-moving party’s case. After the movarit 
has met this burden, the burden of production shifts and "the non-moving party must do 
more than simply show that there is some metaphysical doubt as to the material facts." 
Matsushita. Electric Industrial Co., LTD et al. v. Zenith Radio Corp. et al., 475 U.S. 574, 
586 (1986) (citations omitted). The non-moving party "may not rest upon the mere 
allegations or denials of the adverse party’s] pleadings, but his response . . . must set 
forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." First National Bank v. 
cities Service Co., 391 U.S. 253, 288 (1968). 

There Are No issues Of Material Fact As To Respondents’ Management Of Royal 
River Racing Without An Apprpycd Management Contract. 

The Chair must review and approve all contracts for the management of tribal 
gaming operations. 25 U.S.C. §S 2711(a)(1), 2710(d)(9). Management contracts not 
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approved by the Chair are void and unenforceable. 25 U.S.C. § 2711 (a)(1); 25 C.F.R. § 
5333; see First Am. KIckapoo Operations, L.L.C, 412 F.3d at 1176; see also Wells 
Fargo Bank Nat’l. Ass’n., 658 F.3d. at 99-700. Failure to obtain the Chair’s approval of 
a management contract prior to operation under such contract is a per se violation of 
IGRA. See 25 TJS.C. § 2713. 

The Chairwoman alleges that Respondents violated IGRA and NIGC regulations 
by managing Royal River Racing without an approved management contract from 
September 24, 2004 to March 17, 2005. VOV-11-01 at 1. Gallo admits Respondents 
operated Royal River Racing, without an approved management contract during that time 
frame. AR 58 at 43:18-25, 35:11-14. He also admits he knew the contract required 
approval. AR 58 at 28:16-24; 76:4-11. Further, other undisputed facts reveal Respondents 
managed Royal River Racing Al? 50(M) AR 56(FF), AR 58 at 53:10-15, 54:25 - 55:7,  
56:11-16, 57:2-14, 57:21 - 58:22, 59:2 - 60-12, 61:3 - 61-13, 166:18 - 167:15, 169:5-19,  
170:15 - 171:23; AR 59 at 298:11 - 299:9, Respondents do not offer any evidence to 
controvert the assertions or show there is any dispute to the material facts supporting the 
violation. 

Respondents raise as an affirmative defense their detrimental reliance on the 
Tribe’s Gaming Commission attorney Terry Pechota. Gallo asserts that Pechota told him 
that operating without an. approved contract was acceptable to NTGC Chairman Hogen. 
This argument was raised before the P0 as well. The P0 found Respondents cannot cite 
to any provision in IGRA or NIGC regulations permitting the operation of Royal River 
Racing without an approved management contract. Further, oral representations cannot 
relieve a party of its obligation to comply with statutes and regulations. The Commission 
is also not aware of any source of law that would relieve the Respondents of 
responsibility even if what they allege were true. 

Therefore, as the Respondents admitted actions constitute management under 
IGRA, the Presiding Official. found there is no genuine issue as to any material fact. As a 
result, the Commission agrees with the Presiding Official that that the Chairwoman’s 
Motion for Summary Judgment on this issue should be granted. 

There Are No issues Of Material Fact As To Maigjg Royal River Racing 
Pursuant To Two Unap proved Modifications To The Management Contr 

TGRA prohibits third parties from managing a tribal gaming operation without a 
management contract that has been approved by the Chair. 25 U.S.C. § 2710’dX9 
2711 (r)(1,). NIGC regulations require any amendments to an approved management 
contract be reviewed and approved by the Chair. 25 C.F.R. § 535. 

Respondents admit that the Parties first modified the approved management 
contract on. February 15, 2007, AR 57(Vf’. From at least February 15, 2007, to July 31, 
2008, Respondents managed Royal River Racing pursuant to the unapproved First 
Modification to the Management Contract, which decreased the Tribe’s share cof the net 
gaming revenue that had been agreed to under the approved management contract, AR 
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56(1/fl); AR 57(VV); AR 58 at 108:17 - 109:05, 121:7 - 122:20, 133:2-18: AR 62; see 
also AR 56(. Beginning in August 1, 2008, and through at least December 30, 2009, 
the parties acted in accordance with the unapproved Second Modification. AR 55(1); AR 
58 at 158:11 - 158:20. 

Respondents again raise the affirmative defense of reliance on Terry Pechota’s 
statement that operating without an approved contract was acceptable to NIGC so long as 
the Tribe receives its portion of the revenue However, the PO found Respondents’ 
testified they knew and understood an approved management contract was a prerequisite 
to conducting Indian gaming and confirms they operated Royal River Racing during the 
relevant period without approved modifications, The P0 further found Respondents’ 
assertions raise neither genuine nor material issues of fact and there is no reasonable basis 
for an expectation that anything but the NIOC’ s formal written approval could authorize 
the operation of Royal River Racing. Where unapproved. management contracts and 
modifications are void ab in/ti, a rational trier of fact could not find Respondents’ 
reasonably inferred they had the requisite written approval of the modifications. 

That the Respondents operated Royal River Racing under two separate, 
unapproved modifications, to the management contract from February 15, 2007, to 
December 31, 2009, is uncontested. Therefore, there is no genuine issue as to any 
material fact that Respondents operated Royal River Racing under unapproved 
modifications to a management contract. As a result, the Commission agrees with the 
Presiding Official there is no genuine issue of material fact to submit for hearing and the 
Motions for Summary Judgment on this issue should he granted. 

There Are No Issues Of Material Fact As Respondents Held A Sole Proprietary 
Interest in Royal River Racing. 

IGRA requires a tribe must have the sole proprietary interest in, and responsibility 
for, the tribal gaining operation to ensure it receives the primary benefit of its gaming 
revenue. 25 U S C §§ 2702, 27 l0(b)(2)(A) Moreover, Congress set explicit limitations 
on the amount of net gaming revehues that management contractors may receive for 
managing Tribes’ gaming operations -  30% of net gaming revenues; 40% in certain 
circumstances. Id. at § 2711(c). IGRA does not allow a management contractor to receive 
more than 40% of net revenues of a tribal gaming activity. Id. To ensure compliance, 
Congress directed the Chair to disapprove management contracts and management 
contract modifications that violate such provisions Id at t271 1(a) 

When examining whether a tribe has the sole proprietary interest in the gaming 
operation, three factors are examined: "1) the term of the relationship; 2) the amount of 
revenue paid to the thud party and 3) the right of control provided to the third party over 
the gaming activity" (’itv of Duluth v Fond du Lac Band of Lake Superior Chippewa, 
830 F.Supp. 2d 712, 723 D. Minn. 2011) (quoting In Re Fond du Lac Band of Lake 
Superior Cliippewa, NIGC, NOVA 1-02, p. 2). in this matter, the latter two factors are 
implicated when looking at the relationship between Respondents, the Tribe, and Royal 
River Racing. 
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Respondents were the primary beneficiaries of the tribal gaming operation. The 
Tribe received only a minority percentage of the total profits Using the check swap 
scheme discussed above, the Parties were able to style payments under their arrangement 
as a bonus to increase the flow of money to Respondents beyond the 40% permitted. by 
IGRA. AR  20, AR 26; AR 58 at 87:12 - 88:17, 108:20 - 109:05, 119:15 - 
AR58(JJH); AR 58(W). Further, Respondents made the cheek-swap scheme a mandatory 
pierequisite to maintaining Royal River Racing at the Tribe’s Casino, eliminating the 
Tribe’s discretion to determine the payment amount. AR 58 at 156:25 - 158:06; AR 59 at 
227:14-75, 253.’08-09. The following table demonstrates the amount of revenues the 
Respondents received from the gaming operation as compared to the Tribe: 

Year Net Income Amount Amount Percentage Percentage 
On Which Received Received Of Of 
Split Is By Tribe By Bettor Revenues Revenues 
Based Racing Received Received 

By Bettor By Tribe 
Racing  

2004 $1,786,756 $625,241 $1,161,515 65% 35% 

2005 $2,262,866 $571,368 $1,691,497 75% 25% 

2006 $3,057,549 $754,665 $2,302,885 75% 

2007 $3,882,770 $861292 $3,021,479 78% 22% 

AR 62, 

From 2004 through 2007, the Respondents received the bulk of the revenues, often taking 
three times the profits as the Tribe, far beyond what is permissible under IGRA. 
Therefore, as the Respondents received the majority of revenue, the Tribe was not the 
primary economic beneficiary of the Indian gaming operations as required by IGRA. 

Also a critical factor, Respondents controlled Royal River Racing, running it as a 
business separate from the Casino. Respondents admit they owned Royal River Racing 
separate flom the Casino AR 58 at 98:13 - 99: 19; AR 59 at 331:10-14, 337 10-75 The 
simulcast license for Royal River Racing was held only by BRI AR 58 at 11:9-19; 99:9- 
12, Respondents had sole access to Royal River Racing’s betting information provided by 
United Tote, a pari-mutuel betting service provider. AR 58 at 67.’22 - 69:14. Royal River 
Racing was audited independently from the Casino by a firm the Respondents hired. AR 
56(7’.) AR 58 at 115:9 - 117:1. Respondents employed their own accountants AR 58 at 
31:25 - 32:02. Respondents considered their employees to be separate and distinct from 
those employed at the Casino. AR 59 at 300:06 - 307:14. They completed performance 
reviews solely for their employees and provided them with discretionary bonuses, AR 58 
at 131:21 - 132:24. Additionally, they reimbursed the Casino for providing Royal River 
Racing employees with the food and drink discounts that were exclusively provided to 
Casino employees. AR 58 at 50:09-19. As Respondents admit and the facts demonstrate, 
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Royal River Racing operated as a separate business from the Casino and thus, 
Respondents were exerting an improper level of control over Royal River Racing, 

Respondents argue their statements of ownership should not be equated to a 
violation of sole proprietary interest. They further argue IGRA permits management 
agreements. While the Respondents are correct to note management agreements are 
permissible under IGRA., it does not permit management agreements giving the manager 
a proprietary interest in what is supposed to be a tribe’s gaming operation. Therefore, 
Respondents’ statements of ownership do bear on the analysis of sole proprietary interest 
as it speaks to the level of control. Here, the Respondents admittedly exercised near total 
control of Royal River Racing, such as an owner would, and such control is 
impermissible under IGRA. 

The P0 further noted Respondents did not directly respond to the NOV’s factual 
allegations, or its tables, noting the amount of money Respondents received in addition to 
their management fee, instead, Respondents staled only the Tribe knew Bettor Racing 
was owned by Randy Calm, and the Tribe had access to Royal River Racing facilities, 
book, safe, and general operations. The P0 found these assertions do not raise any 
genuine or material issue of fact. Characterizing Mr. Gallo as a "consultant" does not 
change the admission he owned, controlled, managed, and operated Royal River Racing. 
Moreover, the Tribe’s access does not establish a genuine or material issue of fact 
regarding ownership and control. 

As Respondents earned the majority of the revenues and exerted an inappropriate 
level of control over Royal River Racing, there is no genuine issue as to any material fact 
Respondents held a proprietary interest in Royal River Racing in violation of IGRA. As a 
result,. the Commission agrees With the Presiding Official that the Motions for Summary 
Judgment on this issue should be granted. 

There Are No Issues Of Material. Fact As to the Civil Fine Assessment. 

The Chair has the authority to levy and collect appropriate civil fines up to 
$25,000 per violation against a management contractor engaged in gaming in violation of 
IGRA. 25 U.S.C. § 2713. NJGC regulations lay out the standard for assessing fines, 25 
C.F.R. § 575.4: 

(a) Economic benefit of noncompliance. The Chair shall consider the 
extent to which the respondent obtained an economic benefit from the 
noncompliance that gave rise to a notice of violation, as well as the 
likelihood of escaping detection. 

(1) The Chair may consider the documented benefits derived from 
the noncompliance, or may rely on, reasonable assumptions 
regarding such benefits. 
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(2) 1 f noncompliance continues for more than one day, the 
Chairwoman may treat each. daily illegal act or omission as a 
separate violation.. 

(b) Seriousness of the violation. The Chair may adjust the amount of a 
civil fine to reflect the seriousness of the violation. In doing so, the 
Chair shall consider the extent to which the violation threatens the 
integrity of Indian gaming. 

(c) History of violations, The Chair may adjust a civil fine by an amount 
that reflects the respondent’s history of violations over the preceding 
five (5) years. 

(1) A violation cited by the Chair shall not be considered unless the 
associated notice of violation is the subject of a final order of 
the Commission and has not been vacated; and 

(2) Each violation shall be considered whether or not it led to a 
civil fine. 

(d) Negligence or willfulness. The Chair may adjust the amount of a civil 
fine based on the degree of fault of the respondent in causing or failing 
to correct the violation, either through act or omission. 

(e) Good faith. The Chair may reduce the amount of a civil fine based on 
the degree of good faith of the respondent in attempting to achieve 
rapid compliance after notification of the violation. 

The Chairwoman considered the factors in 25 C.P.R. § 575 as well as 
Respondents’ arguments and found: Respondents received a substantial economic benefit 
of at least $4,544,755 1;’  the violations of managing without an approved contract and 
holding a proprietary interest in the gaming facility were serious and substantial, the 
violations were willful and, Respondents did not act in good faith to correct the violations 
after issuance of the NOV Moreover, she found these violations threatened the NIGC’s 
ability to achieve its congressionally-mandated goals set forth in IGRA: to shield the 
Tribe from corrupting influences, to ensure the Tribe is the primary beneficiary of the 
gaming operation and gaming is conducted fairly and honestly by both the operator and 
players. 

The Chairwoman balanced the above factors against the fact Respondents had no 
history of violations over the preceding five years. The Chairwoman thus assessed the 
following fines: $1,000,000 for managing without an approved contract; $2,000,000 for 

2 Al the time of NOV, the Chairwoman had not yet obtained records to allow for the calculation of the 
Respondents’ economic benefit for fiscal years 2009 through April 5, 2010. 
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managing under two unapproved modifications to a management contract; and 
$2,000,000 for violating lURKs sole proprietary interest requirement. 

In its Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment on the CFA, the Respondents 
attacked the Chair’s analysis of the above factors in 25 C.F.R. § 575.4. The P0 
considered the Respondents’ arguments in its Recommended Decision. We now review 
this analysis. 

Economic benefit of noncompliance. Respondents argued any analysis 
determining they received a significant and greater-than-deserved economic benefit was a 
gross oversimplification of the facts as Respondents did not engage in any intentional, or 
deceptive conduct in its dealings with the Tribe; the Tribe took it upon itself to submit the 
management contract and subsequent modifications to the N.IGC and represented to 
Respondents it did so; the Tribe realized exactly the ’amount for which it contracted, and; 
no law exists precluding the Tribe’s payment of a discretionary bonus to Bettor Racing. 

The P0 after viewing Respondents’ factual arguments in the light most favorable 
to Respondents found: they are not relevant to the question of whether the Chairwoman 
erroneously considered or determined the extent of the economic benefit derived from 
their noncompliance with the 1GRA; Respondents do not deny having received an 
economic benefit from then noncompliance, Respondents do not question the 
Chairwoman’s calculation of that economic benefit or her use of Respondents’ calculation 
of the net income from Royal River Racing; nothing in the record otherwise furnishes a 
basis for challenging the Chairwoman’s calculation, of the economic benefit of 
noncompliance to Respondent; and the regulations contain no bar against the assessment 
of a civil fine before an appeal of an NOV is concluded, while expressly permitting the 
Chairwoman to assess fines after an NOV has been issued.. 

As the Respondents do not deny or challenge the amounts of economic benefits 
the Chairwoman determined they received for noncompliance, the Commission agrees 
with the Presiding Official’s analysis of this factor. 

Seriousness of the violation. Respondents dispute the presumptions they 
committed any of the violations in the NOV and therefore also dispute the validity of the 
CFA. As the P0 pointed out, this argument is not a factual contention the violations are 
not serious. The N’IGC regulations expressly state managing a gaming operation without 
an approved contract constitutes a substantial violation. Further, the Chairwoman’s 
mandate to consider "the extent to which the violation threatens the integrity of Indian 
gaming" adequately supports her deterniination that a violation of the sole proprietary 
interest is a serious violation given the declared policies of the IGRA, i.e., to ensure tribes 
are the primary beneficiaries of their gaming operations. Finally, the undisputed facts 
clearly establish a nexus between the NOV violations and the CFA and the Chairwoman 
is under no burden to "conclusively" establish any aspect or element of the NOV or CFA. 
As the Respondents do not dispute the seriousness of their violations, the Coin. mission 
agrees with the Presiding Official’s analysis of this factor. 
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History of violations. The Chairwoman and Tribe acknowledge Respondents have 
no previous violations and Chairwoman took this fact into consideration in determining 
the fine. The P0 took this into account in her analysis as well. The Commission agrees 
with the Presiding Official’s analysis of this factor. 

Ne-ligence or willfulness. The Respondents assert the record demonstrates they 
did not negligently or willfully circumvent the management contract amendment 
approval process. However, the P0 held even assuming Respondents believed their 
actions were lawful, there is no genuine issue of material fact. The facts of record negate 
the possibility a reasonable trier of fact could find Respondents’ violations were not 
negligent (’i.e., a result of a lack of ordinary care) or willful (i.e., purposeful and 
intentional, or reckless). Further, the Chairwoman reduced the amount of the fine in 
recognition of the Tribe’s part in this matter. A trier of fact could not reasonably find 
Respondents had no role, or only an insignificant role, in causing or correcting the 
violations at issue. As the record demonstrates the Respondents negligently and willfully 
caused or failed to correct the violations at issue, the Commission agrees with the 
Presiding Official’s analysis of this factor. 

Good faith. Respondents argue they acted in good faith through the entirety of its 
dealings with the Tribe. The P0 found the NOV does not charge a general lack of good 
faith in Respondents’ dealings with the Tribe or rely on any such allegation to support the 
violations. Instead, it only alleges a lack of good faith in failing to comply with the 
NOV s corrective measure. There is no dispute that Respondents did not reimburse the 
Tribe the sum was due under the management contact. Further, the Respondents cite no 
statute, regulation, or case law that bars or restricts the weighing of this fact with others 
in considering whether to impose a civil fine and in what amount As Respondents did 
not comply with the remedial measure in the NOV, the Commission agrees with the 
Presiding Official’s analysis of this factor. 

Excessive fine. Respondents’ next claim the fine levied against them is unfairly 
larger than that levied against the Tribe. However, the P0 notes Respondents profited 
from Royal River Racing to a much greater extent than the Tribe. The P0 also notes the 
maximum fine the Chairwoman could have issued under IGRA is $65,755,000. The 
$5,000,000 assessed is well within the statutory and regulatory maximum allowed. We 
continue this analysis by assessing each violation independently. 

The first violation is for managing Royal River Racing without an approved 
management contract from September 24, 2004, through March 16, 2005, which 
constitutes a period of 174 days. As the Chairwoman may assess up to $25,000 a day per 
violation, the maximum assessable fine for this violation is $4,350,000. The 
Chairwoman’s decision to balance the factors in 25 C,F,R. § 575 to determine a fine of 
$1,000,000, or $5747 per day, thus falls well within her civil fine assessment powers 
under IGRA. Therefore, the Commission agrees with the Presiding Official’s 
Recommended Decision regarding the appropriateness of this fine, 
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The second violation is for managing Royal River Racing under two unapproved 
management contract modifications from February 15. 2007 to April 4, 2010, which 
constitutes 1,145 days. As the chairwoman may assess up to $25,000 a day per violation, 
the maximum assessable fine for this violation is $28,625,0W The Chairwoman’s 
decision to balance the factors in 25 C.F.R. § 575 to determine a fine of $2000,000, or 
$1,747 per day, thus falls well within her civil fine assessment powers under IGRA. 
Therefore, the Commission agrees with the Presiding Official’s Recommended Decision 
regarding the appropriateness of this fine. 

The third violation is for holding a proprietary interest in Royal River Racing 
from August 31, 2006 to April 4, 2010, which constitutes 1,313 days. As the 
Chairwoman may assess up to $23,000 a day per violation the maximum assessable fine 
for this violation is $32,825,000. The chairwoman’s decision to balance the factors in 25 
CF R § 575 to detenmne a fine of $2,000,,000, or $1,523 a day, thus falls well within her 
civil fine assessment powers under IGRA. Therefore, the Conunission agrees with the 
Presiding Official’s Recommended Decision regarding the appropriateness of this fine 

Eighth Amenthnent. Finally, the Respondents challenge the CFA on the basis on 
the Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution. Although the Chairwoman and 
Tribe submitted arguments in opposition, the P0 noted the responses did not address the 
question of whether IGRA or any other statute confers authority on the NIGC or a 
Presiding Offlc:ial to entertain a Constitutional claim, The P0 found there is no such 
authority and the Eighth Amendment claim must be pursued in a judicial forum. The 
Commission agrees with the P0 it lacks jurisdiction to consider constitutional claims and 
therefore will not address Respondents’ argument. 

After reviewing the Presiding Official’s discussion on the CPA, we agree with the 
Presiding Official’s analysis and conclusion that a trier of fact could not rationally find 
the proposed civil fine was unrelated to the established facts and therefore, summary 
judguient on the CFA should be granted. 
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CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, the Commission affirms the Presiding Official’s 
conclusion that there are no genuine issues of material fact as to either the NOV or the 
CFA,.and grants judgment in favor of the Chairwoman. 

It is so ordered by the National Indian Gaming Commission, this 12th day of September. 
2012, 

Tracie Stevens 
Chairwoman 

Steffimi 	chran 
Vice-Chairwoman 
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Certificate of Service 

I hereby certify that on September 12, 2012, I served the foregoing Final Decision and 
Order by certified mail on: 

Meredith A. Moore 
Counsel for Respondents 
Cutler, & Donahoe, UP 
P.O. Box 1400 
Sioux Falls, SD 57101-1400 

John M. Peebles 
Patrick R. Bergin 
Counsel for Intervenor 
Fredericks Peebles & Morgan, UP 
2020 L Street, Suite 250 
Sacramento, CA 95811 

T. Britt Price, Esq. 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Office of Hearing and Appeals 
Office of the Director 
801 N. Quincy Street, Suite 300 
Arlington, VA 

I hereby certify that on September 12, 2012 I served the foregoing Final Decision and 
Order by hand delivery on: 

Melissa Schlichting, Esq. 
Heather Nakai, Esp. 
Counsel to NIGC Chairwoman 
National Indian Gaming Commission 
1441 L St. NW 
Suite 9100 
Washington, DC 20005 

I hereby certify that on September 12, 2012, 1 served the foregoing Final Decision and 
Order by e-mail delivery on: 

Meredith A. Moore 
Counsel for Respondents 
mereditlun@cutlerlawfirm.com  

John M. Peebles 
Counsel for Intervenor 
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jpeeblesndnlawcorn 

Patrick R. Bergin 
Counsel for Intervenor 
pberginndniaw.corn 

T, Britt Price 
Presiding Official 
T Britt Price@oha.doi gov 

Alison M. (irigonis 
NIGC Staff Attorney 
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PATRia R. BERGL N 
2020 L STEEr,SurE250 

SACRAMNTO,CA 95811 
T (91$) 441-2700 
F (916) 441-2067 

E: pbergin@ndnlaw.com  
wwwjidnlaw,com 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

November 14, 2012 

J. Randy Gallo, President 
Bettor Racing, Inc. 
17107 Jupiter Farms Rd 
Jupiter, FL 33478 

RE: Notice of Default 

Dear Mr. Gallo: 

Please take notice that Bettor Racing, Inc. ("Bettor") is in breach of the Management 
Agreement for Pari-Mutuel Betting between Bettor and the Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe 
("Tribe"), executed February 8, 2005, Specifically, Bettor is in breach of section 6.4(d) of the 
Agreement, which provides the respective percentage of the pari-mutuel gaming operation’s net 
revenue to be received by Bettor and the Tribe. 

Instead of distributing the net revenue in accordance with section 6.4(d), Bettor received 
a higher percentage ostensibly in accordance with two amendments to the Agreement. The 
amendments were contrary to law, as they purported to provide a greater share of the operation’s 
net revenue to Bettor than the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act allows. The amendments were 
also void from the beginning because they were not approved by the Chair of the National Indian 
Gaming Commission. 

The Tribe intends to enforce the terms of the Agreement through litigation in Flandreau 
Santee Sioux tribal court, in accordance with Article 21 of the Agreement, if Bettor does not take 
appropriate action to cure its breach within 30 days from the date of this letter. As a first step 
toward curing Bettor’s breach, the Tribe requests an accounting that sets forth the revenue 
collected during the years in which the Agreement was in effect, 2005-2010, and the amount of 
revenue ultimately received each year by Bettor and the Tribe, respectively. A complete cure of 
Bettor’s breach will necessarily include payment to the Tribe in an amount sufficient to fully 
recompense the Tribe for the difference between the Tribe’s revenue share under the terms of 
section 6.4(d) of the Agreement and the lesser amount actually received by the Tribe. 

Omaha, NE 	Sacramento, CA 	Sioux Fall,, SD � Louisville, CO 	Mandan, ND o Peshawbestown, Mt 
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J. Randy Gallo, President 
November 14, 2012 
Page 2 of 2 

Please provide the requested accounting, and direct any questions or concerns, to the 
undersigned. Thank you for your cooperation in this matter. 

Very truly yours, 

FREJERICKS PEEBLES & MORGAN LLP 

s/c 
 

atrick R. BergirLj 

cc: 	Anthony Reider, President, Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe 
Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe Gaming Commission 
Meredith A. Moore, Cutler & Donahoe, LLP 
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RICHARD A. CUTLER 
KENT R. CUTLER 
BRIAN A DONAHOE 
STEVEN A SARBACKER 
JAYNA M, VOSS 
MICHAEL D. BORNITZ 
TRENT A SWANSON 
RYAN A TAYLOR * 
KIMBERLY P WASSINK 
MEREDITH A. MOORE 
NATHAN S. SCHOEN 
ONNA B. HOUCK 
NICHOLE MORNING ROTHS 
BOBBI L. THURY 
DANIEL J. DOYLE 
JOLENE R. NASSER 
ALEX S. HALBACH 
JOSEPH M. DYLLA 
ROBERT D. TRZYNKA 

CUTLER & DONAHOE, LLP 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

Telephone (605) 335-450 

Fax (605) 335496I 

w,.cut1edawfrm.com 

December 7, 2012 

JEAN BROCKMUELLER. CPA (Inactive) 
BUSINESS MANAGER 

*Also licensed to practice 
In Minnesota 
Also licensed to practice 
in Iowa 

*Also licensed to practice 
In Nebraska 

5 A1SQ licensed to practice 
In Kansas 

tAdmitted to practice before the 
United States Tea Ccsjtt 

*Also licensed as a Cettifiad 
Public Accountant (Inactive) 

Patrick R. Bergin 
Fredericks Peebles & Morgan, LLP 
2020 L Street, Suite 250 
Sacramento, CA 95811 

RE: Bettor Racing, Inc. 

Dear Mr. Bergin: 

I am in receipt of your correspondence dated November 14, 2012. While we strongly 
disagree with the factual and legal conclusions set forth therein and make no admissions by 
sending this correspondence, please produce copies of the Tribe’s records evidencing payments 
from Bettor Racing for the time period specified such that we may reconcile those with Bettor 
Racing’s records. Records should be produced to the address set forth below. 

Sincerely, 

CUTLER & DONAkiOE, LJ 

Meredith A. Moore 
For the Firm 

MAMA 

100 NORTH PHILLIPS AVENUE e  9TH FLOOR � P0 BOX 1400 � SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA 57101-1400 
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xs :!].EL$ & MO 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

PATRLCK 14. &RGJN 
2020 L Street, Suite 250 
Sacramento, CA 95811 

T: (916)441-2700 
F: (916)441-2067 

E pbergin@,ndnlaw.com  
www.ndnlaw.com  

December 12, 2012 

J’7a Facsimile .& U.S. Mail 

Meredith A. Moore 
CUTLER & DONAHOE, LLP 
100 North Phillips Avenue, 9th Floor 
P.O. Box 1400 
Sioux Falls, SD 57101-1400 
Fax #: (605)335-4961 

RE: Bettor Racing, Inc. 

Dear Ms. Moore: 

Thank you for your letter dated December 7, 2012. The Tribe respectfully declines your 
request to produce copies of its records showing payments from Bettor Racing to the Tribe. 

It is not entirely clear which records you are requesting. In any ease, it would be out of 
order for the Tribe to produce records to Bettor Racing before Bettor Racing produces the 
accounting, based on its own records, which the Tribe previously requested and to which it is 
entitled. In the event a discrepancy arises as to the amount of payments necessary to fulfill the 
Management Agreement’s revenue distribution requirements, we can discuss then how best to 
determine the correct amount It is not necessary at this point for Bettor Racing to "reconcile" 
the Tribe’s records with its own. 

There can be little doubt the relevant information is in the possession of Randy Gallo and 
Bettor Racing, as Mr. Gallo managed the Tribe’s pari-mutuel betting operation as if he owned it 
Moreover, the accounting prepared by the National Indian Gaming Commission in its 
prosecution of its Notice of Violation and Civil Fine Assessment against Bettor Racing was 
presumably based on figures obtained from Bettor Racing. 

CAI.1FORNA � COLORADO MICHIGAN -MINNESOTA  -NEBRASKA ’NORTH DAKOTA � SOUTH DAKOTA � WASHINGTON DC 
www.iidnlaw.com  
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2020 L Strt, Suite 250 
Sacrarncnt, CA 95811 

T: (916) 441-2700 
F: (916)441-2067 

E: pbergin@ndnlaweoni 
wwwiidnjawcorn 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
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I,3(a(L41Ii4’iIiJ! 

I declare I am employed in the County of Sacramento, State of California. My 
business address is: 2020 L Street, Suite 250, Sacramento, California 95811. I am over 
the age of eighteen (18). years and not a party to the within action. 

On January 29, 2013, I served the within: SUMMONS (BETTOR RACING & J. 
RANDY GALLO) AND COMPLAINT on the party listed below, addressed as follows: 

Meredith A. Moore, Esq. 
Cutler & Donahoe, LLP 
100 North Phillips Avenue, 9th  Floor 
P.O. Box 1400 
Sioux Falls, SD 57101-1400 

Counsel for Bettor Racing and J. Randy 
Gallo 

XX By First Class Mail by placing a true copy thereof in a sealed envelope with postage 
thereon fully prepaid and placing the envelope in the firm’s daily mail processing center 
for mailing in the United States mail at Sacramento, California. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on January 29, 2013, at Sacramento 

( 
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